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1. General Introduction

As the human population is steadily growing and the arable land is de-

creasing, the world faces a greater demand on agricultural output than ever

before in history (Lee, 1998). In the past, this demand for increased agri-

cultural productivity was met by a combination of genetic improvements,

cultivation of more land, increased water supply, enhanced fertilization, use

of pesticides, advanced mechanization, and favorable socioeconomic condi-

tions (Tanksley and McCouch, 1997).

But as (i) freshwater reserves and petroleum resources, on which fertil-

izers and pesticides are based, are dwindling and (ii) problems caused by

agricultural pollution are increasing, the current levels of agricultural inputs

can hardly be enhanced or even maintained. Similarly, the existing farmland

is decreasing due to urban and industrial development or natural phenom-

ena such as expanding deserts. This leaves the genetic improvement of crops

as the most viable and sustainable approach by which food production can

attempt to keep pace with the anticipated growth of the human population

(Hoisington et al., 1999).

For the genetic approach to succeed, the genetic variation provided by

nature and currently conserved in seed banks must be harnessed. The seed

bank collections as a source of genetic diversity must be well-characterized for

efficient management and effective exploitation. The advent of PCR-based

molecular markers, such as simple sequence repeats (SSRs), has created an

opportunity for fine-scale genetic characterization of germplasm collections.
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Molecular markers can be used for (i) detection of relationships among dif-

ferent germplasm in seed banks, (ii) search for promising heterotic groups

for hybrid breeding, (iii) identification of duplicates in seed banks, and (iv)

assessment of the level of genetic diversity present in germplasm pools and

its flux over time.

In these various applications, a proper choice of a similarity s or dissim-

ilarity coefficient d = 1 − s (following the terminology of Gower, 1985) is

important and depends on factors such as (i) the properties of the marker

system employed, (ii) the genealogy of the germplasm, (iii) the operational

taxonomic unit under consideration (e.g., lines, populations), (iv) the ob-

jectives of the study, and (v) the necessary preconditions for subsequent

multivariate analysis.

In a recent review, Mohammadi and Prasanna (2003) discussed the use

of six coefficients d for the analysis of dichotomous molecular marker data,

but ignored those coefficients based on allele frequencies, which are espe-

cially suitable for codominant marker data. Several authors (Goodman,

1972; Gower, 1985; Gower and Legendre, 1986) investigated the mathemat-

ical properties and relationships among various coefficients d. Nevertheless,

coefficients were disregarded, which are based on specific genetic models.

However, in particular these coefficients are suitable for studies with seed

bank or plant breeding materials.

For an efficient characterization of germplasm with molecular markers

with special focus on applications in plant breeding and seed banks, a thor-

ough review of the genetical and mathematical properties of coefficients d is

required. Such a review has not yet been compiled and published.

Flux of Diversity in Wheat

Wheat belongs to the genus Triticum that originated in the historic Fer-

tile Crescent, an area in the Middle East, almost 10 000 years ago. Triticum
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arose from the cross of two diploid wild grasses, resulting in tetraploid wheat

(T. turgidum L.) (Salamini et al., 2002). Tetraploid wheats later crossed to

diploid goat grasses (T. tauschii) and gave rise to hexaploid wheat (T. aes-

tivum L.), also known as bread wheat (Kihara, 1944; McFadden and Sears,

1946). This hexaploid wheat has been considered the product of just a few

independent crosses between its progenitors (Dvorak et al., 1998; Talbert et

al., 1998). A loss of diversity from the two original forms, T. dicoccoides and

T. tauschii resulting in hexaploid wheat, is presumably due to the limited

number of crosses involved in this evolutionary process.

Through the centuries, mutation generated new alleles, while recombi-

nation created novel allele combinations. This genetic variation was subse-

quently reduced by (i) genetic drift and (ii) natural and early farmer selection,

resulting in a series of landraces adapted to the specific conditions of their

habitats.

During the last century, traditional landraces of most crop plants have

been continually replaced by modern or high yielding crop varieties. These

modern varieties were bred with a limited number of landraces in their pedi-

gree and it is postulated that they contained less genetic diversity than lan-

draces (Frankel, 1970). Thus, a popular hypothesis is that modern plant

breeding and intensive selection over an extended period have further reduced

genetic diversity among cultivars (Tanksley and McCouch, 1997). Such re-

duction may have consequences both on the vulnerability of crops to pests

and on their ability to respond to changes in climate or agricultural practice

(FAO, 1998). The first signs that germplasm with a narrow genetic base

might lead to disasters in wheat came from several severe epidemics of shoot

fly (Atherigona spp.) and karnal bunt (Tilletia indica) in India in the 1970s

(Dalrymple, 1986).

During the last 40 years, the International Maize and Wheat Improvement

Center (CIMMYT) has had a large impact on spring wheat. In all developing

countries excluding China, approximately 86% of the spring bread wheat area

in 1997 was sown with CIMMYT or CIMMYT-related germplasm involving

at least one CIMMYT ancestor (Smale et al., 2002). Therefore, CIMMYT’s
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wheat germplasm is exceptionally suitable for investigation whether domes-

tication and breeding have reduced genetic diversity in wheat in detrimental

manner. This information can help in broadening the genetic base of the

elite breeding pool by introgression of landraces and/or wild ancestors of

wheat. Nevertheless, an in-depth study of the diversity trends during the

domestication and breeding of wheat is still lacking.

Population Structure of Maize Germplasm

From 1964 until 1973 CIMMYT’s breeding program developed and im-

proved a wide array of maize populations each of which was derived from one

single racial complex. In 1974, germplasm from different racial complexes was

mixed and more than 100 populations were established to use the combining

ability of different germplasm sources for intra-population improvement. In

addition, 30 broad-based back-up pools were formed as an insurance against

narrowing the germplasm base of the populations (CIMMYT, 1998). The

intermixing of diverse germplasm within populations complicates a detection

of relationships among these populations based on pedigree information.

One possible approach to detect genes and alleles of interest in germplasm

collections is association mapping (Lynch and Walsh, 1997). This could be a

strategy for a systematic exploitation of the diversity present in CIMMYT’s

germplasm. The resolution of association studies in a sample depends on

the extent of linkage disequilibrium (LD) across the genome. LD (or the

correlation between alleles of different loci) generally depends on the geneal-

ogy of the germplasm. Moreover, drift and selection within populations can

also cause LD. The genomic structure of LD must be empirically determined

before conducting association studies, because it varies among samples of

germplasm.

Detailed knowledge about LD and genetic diversity of the CIMMYT pop-

ulations is required to increase the efficiency of their use in breeding. Never-
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theless, information about (i) molecular diversity in tropical and subtropical

maize populations and (ii) LD in this germplasm is entirely lacking.

Establishment of Heterotic Groups

Assigning germplasm to heterotic groups and patterns is fundamental

in hybrid breeding for a maximum exploitation of heterosis (Hallauer et al.

1988). While heterotic patterns in temperate maize were established more

than 50 years ago, a clearly defined heterotic pattern does not exist in trop-

ical and subtropical maize of the CIMMYT germplasm. Therefore, before

initiating a hybrid breeding program, CIMMYT conducted several diallel

studies to determine heterotic relationships among CIMMYT populations

and pools. Several of the populations demonstrated good general combining

ability, and various promising heterotic patterns were identified (Beck et al.,

1990; Beck et al., 1991; Crossa et al., 1990; Vasal et al., 1992a,b,c). However,

no conclusions were drawn about clearly defined heterotic groups, because of

the mixed genetic constitution of the populations.

Lamkey and Edwards (1999) coined the term panmictic midparent hetero-

sis (PMPH) to describe the deviation in performance between a population

cross and the mean of its two parent populations in Hardy-Weinberg equilib-

rium. Quantitative genetic theory shows that in the absence of epistasis and

two alleles per locus, PMPH is a function of the product of the dominance

effect and the square of the difference in gene frequencies at the respective

locus (Falconer and Mackay, 1996, p. 255), which corresponds to the square

of the modified Rogers distance (Melchinger, 1999). In fact, a linear increase

in PMPH with increasing genetic distance (Hypothesis 1) was observed in a

diallel of U.S. maize populations (Moll et al., 1962).

In contrast, a study with tropical maize populations (Moll et al., 1965)

of diverse geographic origin suggest that PMPH increases with increasing
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genetic distance only up to an optimum level but thereafter decreases in

extremely wide crosses (Hypothesis 2). The authors explained their results by

fertility distortion in wide crosses and negative epistatic interactions between

unadapted genes. While Moll et al. (1962, 1965) inferred the genetic distance

from the geographic origin of the populations, to our knowledge no attempts

have been made to verify or discard the above hypotheses with more reliable

distance measures based on molecular markers.

If heterosis of hybrids increases monotonically with increasing genetic

distance of the parents, then genetic distances based on molecular markers

are a useful tool for establishing promising heterotic groups and patterns.

Nevertheless, up to date no thorough analysis of the relationship between

genetic distances and heterosis is available.

Objectives

The goal of my thesis research was to optimize the conservation and

use of CIMMYT’s genetic resources with the aid of molecular markers. In

particular, the objectives were to

1. investigate the genetical and mathematical properties of 10 dissimilar-

ity coefficients widely used in germplasm surveys and determine rela-

tionships between these coefficients;

2. examine consequences of the properties of the coefficients on different

areas of application in plant breeding and seed banks;

3. examine the loss of genetic diversity during (i) domestication of bread

wheat, (ii) transition from traditional landraces to modern wheat

breeding varieties, and (iii) intensive selection over a sustained period

of international wheat breeding;
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4. investigate the molecular genetic diversity within and among 23 CIM-

MYT maize populations with the use of SSR markers;

5. examine genotype frequencies for deviations from Hardy-Weinberg

equilibrium at individual loci and test for linkage disequilibrium be-

tween pairs of loci;

6. investigate the relationship of SSR-based genetic distances between

populations and panmictic midparent heterosis in a broad range of

CIMMYT maize germplasm;

7. evaluate the usefulness of SSR markers for defining heterotic groups

and patterns in tropical and subtropical maize germplasm; and

8. examine applications of SSR markers for broadening heterotic groups

by systematic introgression of other germplasm.
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Genetical and Mathematical Properties of Similarity
and Dissimilarity Coefficients Applied in Plant Breeding and Seed

Bank Management

J.C. Reif, A.E. Melchinger, and M. Frisch

Institute of Plant Breeding, Seed Science, and Population Genetics, University of Hohenheim, 70593 Stuttgart, Germany

Abstract

A proper choice of a dissimilarity measure is important in surveys investigating genetic relationships among
germplasm with molecular marker data. The objective of our study was to examine 10 dissimilarity coef-
ficients widely used in germplasm surveys, with special focus on applications in plant breeding and seed
banks. In particular, we (i) investigated the genetical and mathematical properties of these coefficients, (ii) ex-
amined consequences of these properties for different areas of application in plant breeding and seed banks,
and (iii) determined relationships between these 10 coefficients. The genetical and mathematical concepts of
the coefficients were described in detail. A Procrustes analysis of a published data set consisting of seven
CIMMYT maize populations demonstrated close affinity between Euclidean, Rogers’, modified Rogers’, and
Cavalli-Sforza and Edwards’ dissimilarity on one hand and Nei’s standard and Reynolds dissimilarity on the
other hand. Our investigations show that genetical and mathematical properties of dissimilarity measures
are of crucial importance when choosing a genetic dissimilarity coefficient for analyzing molecular marker
data. The presented results assist experimenters to extract the maximum amount of information from genetic
data and, thus, facilitate the interpretation of findings from molecular marker studies on a theoretically sound
basis.

Q UANTIFYING the degree of dissimilarity among genera,
species, subspecies, populations, and elite breeding ma-

terials is of primary concern in population genetics and plant
breeding. Before 1970, measures of genetic dissimilarity be-
tween taxonomic units relied on pedigree analysis and mor-
phological, physiological or cytological markers, as well as bio-
metric analyses of quantitative and qualitative traits, hetero-
sis or the segregation variance in crosses (Melchinger, 1999).
During the following two decades, isozymes have successfully
been employed in numerous taxonomic and evolutionary stud-
ies (Hamrick and Godt, 1997) but their use in other applications
was hampered by the small number of polymorphic markers
available.

Molecular markers, such as restriction fragment length
polymorphisms (RFLPs), random amplified polymorphic DNA
(RAPDs), amplified fragment length polymorphisms (AFLPs),
simple sequence repeats (SSRs), and single nucleotide poly-
morphisms (SNPs) have meanwhile replaced isozymes and are
heavily used for (i) detection of relationships among different
germplasm in seed banks and breeding programs (c.f., Brum-
mer, 1999), (ii) prediction of heterosis (c.f., Melchinger, 1999),
(iii) search for promising heterotic groups for hybrid breeding
(c.f., Reif et al., 2003), (iv) identification of duplicates in seed
banks (c.f., Treuren et al., 2001), (v) assessment of the level of
genetic diversity present in germplasm pools and its flux over
time (c.f., Dubreuil and Charcosset, 1998; Labate et al., 2003),
and (vi) identification of essentially derived varieties in plant

Corresponding author: Albrecht E. Melchinger, Institute of Plant Breeding, Seed
Science, and Population Genetics, University of Hohenheim, 70593 Stuttgart, Ger-
many. Email: melchinger@uni-hohenheim.de. Received January 28, 2004.

variety protection (c.f., Smith et al., 1991; Lombard et al., 2000).
In these various applications, a proper choice of a similari-

ty s or dissimilarity coefficient d = 1 − s (following the termi-
nology of Gower, 1985) is important and depends on factors
such as (i) the properties of the marker system employed, (ii)
the genealogy of the germplasm, (iii) the operational taxonom-
ic unit (OTU) under consideration (e.g., lines, populations), (iv)
the objectives of the study, and (v) necessary preconditions for
subsequent multivariate analyses.

In a recent review, Mohammadi and Prasanna (2003) dis-
cussed the use of six coefficients d for the analysis of dichoto-
mous molecular marker data, but ignored coefficients based
on allele frequencies, which are especially suitable for codom-
inant marker data. Several authors (Goodman, 1972; Gower,
1985; Gower and Legendre, 1986) investigated the mathemat-
ical properties and relationships among various coefficients d.
However, those coefficients were disregarded, which are based
on specific genetic models and, therefore, suitable for studies
with seed bank or plant breeding materials.

In order to successfully conduct molecular marker sur-
veys with plant breeding and seed bank materials, a thorough
knowledge of genetical and mathematical properties of coef-
ficients d is of crucial importance. Therefore, the objective
of our study was to examine 10 coefficients d widely used in
germplasm surveys, with special focus on applications in plant
breeding and seed banks. In particular, we (i) investigated the
genetical and mathematical properties of these coefficients, (ii)
examined consequences of these properties for different areas
of application in plant breeding and seed banks, and (iii) deter-
mined relationships between these 10 coefficients.
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Table 1 Dissimilarity coefficients d for allelic informative marker data. pi j and qi j are allele frequen-
cies of the jth allele at the ith locus in the two operational taxonomic units under consideration, ni is
the number of alleles at the ith locus, and m refers to the number of loci.

Property

Variable Dissimilarity coefficient Range Distance Euclidean

dE

√

m
∑

i=1

ni

∑
j=1

(pi j − qi j)2 Euclidean 0,
√

2m Yes Yes

dR
1
m

m
∑

i=1

√

1
2

ni

∑
j=1

(pi j − qi j)2 Rogers (1972) 0, 1 Yes No

dW
1

√
2m

√

m
∑

i=1

ni

∑
j=1

(pi j − qi j)2 Modified Rogers’ (Wright, 1978;
Goodman and Stuber, 1983)

0, 1 Yes Yes

dCE

√

1
m

m
∑

i=1

(

1 −
ni

∑
j=1

√pi jqi j

)

Cavalli-Sforza and Edwards
(1967)

0, 1 Yes Yes

dRE − ln
(

1 −
m
∑

i=1
(a − b)/c

)

a = 1/2
ni
∑

j=1
(pi j − qi j)

2

b = (1/(2(2n− 1)))

×
(

2 −
ni

∑
j=1

(p2
i j + q2

i j)
)

c =
m
∑

i=1

(

1 −
m
∑

j=1
pi jqi j

)

Reynolds et al. (1983) 0,∞ No No

dN72 −ln

m
∑

i=1

ni
∑

j=1
pi jqi j

√

m
∑

i=1

ni

∑
j=1

p2
i j

m
∑

i=1

ni

∑
j=1

q2
i j

Nei (1972) 0, ∞ No No

dN83
1
m

m
∑

i=1

(

1 −
ni

∑
j=1

√pi jqi j

)

Nei et al. (1983) 0, 1 No No

Nature of molecular marker data

We suggest the term “allelic informative” if allele frequencies
can be determined from the molecular marker data. Marker da-
ta are denoted as “allelic non-informative” if this is not feasible.
For instance, SSR data of individual genotypes are allelic infor-
mative. AFLP data are mostly allelic non-informative although
Geerlings et al. (1999), Piepho and Koch (2000), and Jansen et
al. (2001) described methods to estimate allele frequencies and,
thus, score AFLP data as allelic informative in specific situa-
tions.

Provided that molecular marker data are allelic informative,
the estimates of coefficients d between OTUs can be calculated
from the difference in the allele frequencies (Table 1) . For allelic
non-informative molecular marker data, coefficients d based on
absence or presence of observation of bands or signals must be
applied (Table 2).

Distance and Euclidean Properties

Consider a set of elements M and a function d: M × M → R,
assigning a real number to each pair of elements in M. A dis-

similarity d is called a distance or metric, if for each element
i, j, k ∈ M the following three properties hold true (Gower,
1985):

d(i, j) ≥ 0 and d(i, j) = 0 if and only if i = j, (1)

di j = d ji, (2)

dik ≤ di j + d jk. (3)

Some simple but important properties follow from this defini-
tion. All elements of a distance matrix with respect to a set of
OTUs S must be defined and positive or zero. The matrix is
symmetric and the triangle inequality (Equation 3) holds true
for all triplets (i, j, k ∈ S). The latter means that the length of any
side of a triangle constructed with the three elements (i, j, k ∈ S)
is less than or equal to the sum of the lengths of the other two
sides, with equality occurring only when the triangle degener-
ates to a line.

The coefficient d is Euclidean if n points Pi ∈ Rn exist such
that the Euclidean distance between Pi and P j is di j for all
i, j ∈ M (Gower and Legendre, 1986). An illustration of the
Euclidean property is given by these authors.
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Table 2 Similarity coefficients for allelic non-informative marker data, where vi j refers to the bands
in common between two operational taxonomic units (OTUs) i and j, wi j is the number of bands
present in i and absent in j, xi j is the number of bands present in j and absent in i, and yi j is the
number of bands both absent in i and j.

Property

Variable Similarity coefficient Range Distance Euclidean Distance Euclidean

1 − s
√

1 − s

sSM
vi j + yi j

vi j + wi j + xi j + yi j
Simple matching 0, 1 Yes No Yes Yes

sJ
vi j

vi j + wi j + xi j
Jaccard (1908) 0, 1 Yes No Yes Yes

sD
2vi j

2vi j + wi j + xi j
Dice (1945) 0, 1 No No Yes Yes

The Euclidean property is important, because it is an explic-
it or implicit assumption of many multivariate analysis meth-
ods such as principal coordinate analysis also known as classi-
cal multidimensional scaling, hierarchical cluster analysis, clas-
sification, hierachical classification, and graph theory (Gower,
1985). However, if a coefficient d is not Euclidean, then there
exists a constant b greater than some minimal value such that
the matrix with the elements (di j+b) is Euclidean (Cox and Cox,
2000). The problem of finding such a constant b has been re-
ferred to for many years, Messick and Abelson (1956) being an
early reference. Thus, the Euclidean property is desirable but
the main criteria for the choice of a coefficient d are its genetical
properties. Both, the Euclidean and genetical properties will be
investigated for the coefficients d (Tables 1 and 2).

Genetic Dissimilarity Coefficients for allelic
informative marker data

Euclidean Distance. The Euclidean distance is defined as:

dE =

√

√

√ m
∑

i=1

ni
∑

j=1

(pi j − qi j)2, (4)

where pi j and qi j are allele frequencies of the jth allele at the ith
locus in the two OTUs under consideration, ni is the number of
alleles at the ith locus, and m refers to the number of loci. dE
ranges from zero to

√
2m, the limits being assumed when the

two OTUs have identical allele frequencies or are fixed for dif-
ferent alleles. Thus, an obvious disadvantage is that dE values
from different studies cannot be compared directly because dE
depends on the number of marker loci assayed.

dE is appropriate if allelic informative marker data are avail-
able and the relationships between OTUs (populations or in-
dividuals) are investigated in combination with multivariate
methods that require dissimilarities possessing the Euclidean
property.

Rogers’ Distance. Rogers’ distance (1972) is a modifica-
tion of dE and was developed assuming no knowledge about
evolutionary forces diverging the OTUs under consideration:

dR =
1
m

m
∑

i=1

√

√

√

1
2

ni
∑

j=1

(pi j − qi j)2. (5)

dR is the average dE across all loci standardized with the factor√
1/2 to restrict the values to the interval [0,1]. It is one only

if two OTUs are fixed for different alleles, but if one or both
OTUs are not fixed and they have no alleles in common, dR is
not equal to one. dR fulfills the distance properties (Nei et al.,
1983), but it is not Euclidean. This follows from the identity
dR = 1 − sSM for homozygous inbred lines and the fact that
1 − sSM is not Euclidean (Gower and Legendre, 1986).

Assuming that (i) F1 was the cross between two homozy-
gous inbred lines P1 and P2 and (ii) O was an inbred offspring
derived from the F1 cross, Melchinger et al. (1991) showed that
dR fulfilled following two genetical properties:

dR(F1,P1) = dR(F1,P2) = dR(P1,P2)/2, (6)

dR(P1,O) + dR(P2,O) = dR(P1,P2). (7)

The first property can be illustrated geometrically as three
points F1,P1 and P2 forming a line with F1 lying in its center.

Based on these two properties, Melchinger et al. (1991) de-
rived theoretical results that dR estimates between two ho-
mozygous inbreds are linearly related to the coancestry coef-
ficient (Malecot, 1948). Consequently, dR is suitable for study-
ing the relationship between the genetic dissimilarity of inbreds
based on allelic informative marker data and the coefficient of
coancestry (Malecot, 1948). This linear relationship is also de-
sired in surveys (i) investigating the assembly and validation
of core collections and the identification of duplicates in seed
banks and (ii) uncovering pedigree relationships among OTUs
as needed for the detection of essentially derived varieties in
plant breeding.

Modified Rogers’ Distance. Wright (1978) and Goodman
and Stuber (1983) modified dR by assigning each allele one di-
mension in the modified Rogers’ distance (dW):

dW =
1
√

2m

√

√

√ m
∑

i=1

ni
∑

j=1

(pi j − qi j)2. (8)
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Obviously, dW = 1/
√

2mdE and as an Euclidean distance with
values in [0,1] it can be used for the same applications as rec-
ommended for dE. Like dR, dW is not equal to one in the case
of multiple alleles, even if the two OTUs have no allele in com-
mon.

Consider two populations π1 and π2 in Hardy-Weinberg
equilibrium and their hybrid population π1 × π2. Based on re-
sults of Falconer and Mackay (1996), and assuming biallelism
and absence of epistasis, Melchinger (1999) derived the follow-
ing relationship between the mean of these populations:

∆H(π1 × π2) = µπ1×π2 − (µπ1 + µπ2)/2

=

∑

i

y2
i δi =

=

∑

i

d2
Wi

(π1, π2)δi,

(9)

where ∆H is the panmictic-midparent heterosis (Lamkey and
Edwards, 1999), δi is the dominance effect at QTL i, and yi is
the difference in gene frequencies. Consequently, a linear rela-
tionship between ∆H and d2

W is expected under the above con-
ditions. Therefore, d2

W is especially suitable in studies based on
allelic informative marker data for examining (i) the prediction
of heterosis with genetic dissimilarities or (ii) the establishment
of heterotic groups. Furthermore, dW can be used for the same
applications as suggested for dE, owing to its Euclidean prop-
erty.

Cavalli-Sforza and Edward’s Chord Distance. Cavalli-
Sforza and Edwards (1967) developed a genetic distance to an-
alyze blood group allele frequencies in human populations. In
this coefficient, an OTU with allele frequencies p1, p2, . . ., pn is
represented by the vector (

√
p1,
√

p2, . . .,
√

pn). Such a vector is
always of unit length and, thus, the OTU is located on a sur-
face of a hypersphere with radius one considering one locus.
The distance between two OTUs is then directly proportional
to the length of the chord connecting the points representing
the OTUs. In particular, for two OTUs with no allele in com-
mon, dCE is equal to one (Wright, 1978). For multiple loci the
distances of all loci are combined by applying the Pythagorean
theorem in many dimensions, so that the square of the distance
between the OTUs is given by the sum of squared distances for
each locus:

dCE =

√

√

√

1
m

m
∑

i=1

(1 −
ni
∑

j=1

√

pi jqi j). (10)

dCE ranges from zero to one even in the case of multiple alleles,
which is an advantage over dR and dW . It can be shown that:

dCE =
1√
2m

√

√

√ m
∑

i=1

ni
∑

j=1

(
√

pi j −
√

qi j)2. (11)

Thus, dCE is similar to dW except that it uses the square root of
the allelic frequencies as coordinates and is consequently an Eu-
clidean distance. dCE was developed based on Kimura’s (1954)
model of “selective drift”, by assuming that (i) the mutation
rate is small and (ii) variation in selection pressure is rapid and
haphazard. It seems doubtful that seed bank and plant breed-

ing materials have evolved according to this model, because
selection pressure is rather directed than rapid and haphazard.
However, if allelic informative marker data are available and
one can assume the “selective drift” model, then dCE is a prop-
er coefficient to investigate phylogenetic relationships among
populations. Since dCE is Euclidean, it can be used for the same
tasks as proposed for dE.

Reynolds’ Dissimilarity. Reynolds et al. (1983) used the
coancestry coefficient θ (Malecot, 1948) as the basis for a mea-
sure of genetic dissimilarity for short term evolution, when the
divergence between populations with a common ancestral pop-
ulation may be regarded as being caused solely by drift:

dRE = −ln(1 − θ), (12)

where

θ =

m
∑

i=1













1
2

ni
∑

j=1
(pi j − qi j)2 − 1

2(2n−1)

[

2 −
ni
∑

j=1
(p2

i j + q2
i j)
]













m
∑

i=1













1 −
∑

j=1
pi jqi j













. (13)

For populations completely fixed at each locus (i.e., two ho-
mozygous inbred lines) θ is equal to one and dRE is undefined.
Thus, dRE is neither a distance nor Euclidean. dRE was de-
veloped assuming that an ancestral population was split into
several subpopulations of the same size, which subsequently
diverged due to drift. In such a situation, dRE is expected to
increase linearly with the time since the populations diverged
(Weir, 1996), i.e., dRE ≈ t/2N, where N is the subpopulation
size and t the time measured in generations after divergence
of the two populations. Thus, if mutation and selection can be
neglected, and drift is the major evolutionary force, then dRE
is an appropriate dissimilarity coefficient for investigating the
phylogenetic relationships among populations based on allelic
informative marker data.

A recent application of dRE was described by Labate et
al. (2003), who examined relationships among U.S. maize lan-
draces with SSR markers and assumed that an ancestral pop-
ulation split into several subpopulations diverging mainly due
to drift. Mutation is known to have only small effects on genet-
ic diversity compared with other forces and, thus, can safely be
ignored in short term evolution scenarios. However, neglecting
selection as an evolutionary force in plant breeding or in seed
bank populations seems questionable in most instances.

Nei’s Standard Genetic Dissimilarity. In contrast to dCE
and dRE, where it is assumed that populations diverged due to
random genetic drift, Nei (1972) suggested a dissimilarity co-
efficient based on mutation and drift, often referred to as Nei’s
standard dissimilarity. This measure is intended to estimate the
average number of codon substitutions per locus and was de-
fined as:

dN72 = −ln

m
∑

i=1

ni
∑

j=1
pi jqi j

√

m
∑

i=1

ni
∑

j=1
p2

i j

m
∑

i=1

ni
∑

j=1
q2

i j

. (14)
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Table 3 R2 values obtained by a procrustes analysis with a published data set of seven CIMMYT
maize populations (Reif et al., 2003) for seven dissimilarity coefficients based on differences in allele
frequencies (Euclidean (dE), Rogers’ (dR), modified Rogers’ (dW) and Cavalli-Sforza and Edward’s
(dCE) distance and Reynolds’ (dRE), Nei’s (1972) (dN72), and Nei et al.’s (1983) (dN83) dissimilarity
coefficient).

dE dR dW dCE dRE dN72

dR 0.0014
dW 0.0000 0.0014
dCE 0.0038 0.0047 0.0038
dRE 0.0592 0.0636 0.0592 0.0787
dN72 0.0307 0.0336 0.0307 0.0474 0.0103
dN83 0.0209 0.0233 0.0209 0.0228 0.0281 0.0172

Nei (1978) extended dN72 with a bias factor. If two OTUs dif-
fer in all alleles, dN72 is not defined, because it becomes − ln 0.
Thus, dN72 is neither a distance nor Euclidean. dN72 was de-
veloped based on the infinite-allele model (Kimura and Crow,
1964) assuming that an ancestral population split into various
subpopulations, which diverged due to drift and mutation. If
(i) the mutation-drift balance is maintained throughout the evo-
lutionary process, (ii) selection is absent, and (iii) the dissimi-
larity is not very large, then dN72 = 2vt, where v is the muta-
tion rate per locus and generation and t is the time measured in
generations after divergence of the two populations (Nei et al.,
1983). Under the above conditions, dN72 is suitable for inves-
tigating phylogenetic relationships among populations based
on allelic informative marker data but otherwise, the same con-
strains apply as for dRE.

Nei et al.’s (1983) Dissimilarity. Assuming the infinite al-
lele model (Kimura and Crow, 1964), Nei et al. (1983) suggested
in a simulation study a dissimilarity coefficient, which is quite
efficient in recovering the true evolutionary tree when it is re-
constructed from allele frequency data (Nei and Kumar, 2000):

dN83 =
1
m

m
∑

i=1

















1 −
ni
∑

j=1

√

pi jqi j

















, (15)

which equals d2
CE. Nevertheless, the result of the simulation

study depends heavily on the underlying evolutionary model
of the simulation scenario. dN83 was not developed based on a
specific genetic model and it is neither a distance nor Euclidean.
Thus, application of dN83 in surveys for detecting phylogenetic
relationships among populations seems questionable. For ho-
mozygous inbred lines, dN83 = dR and, hence, it could be used
for the same applications as dR.

Genetic Dissimilarity Coefficients for allelic non-infor-
mative marker data. With allelic non-informative marker data
and two OTUs under consideration one can form a 2 × 2 ta-
ble with entries vi j (number of bands in common between both
OTUs), wi j (number of bands present in the ith OTU and absent
in the jth OTU), xi j (number of bands absent in the ith OTU and
present in the jth OTU), and yi j (number of bands absent from
both OTUs).

The simple matching coefficient is one of the oldest similar-
ity coefficients (Sneath and Sokal, 1973):

sSM =
vi j + yi j

vi j + wi j + xi j + yi j
. (16)

For homozygous inbred lines, dSM = 1−sSM = dR and therefore,
can be used for the same applications as suggested for dR.

Jaccard (1908) suggested the similarity coefficient:

sJ =
vi j

vi j + wi j + xi j
. (17)

The Dice coefficient (Dice, 1945) is defined as:

sD =
2vi j

2vi j + wi j + xi j
. (18)

The dissimilarity dD = 1 − sD is also called the Nei-Li distance
(Nei and Li, 1979) and is related to dJ = 1 − sJ by a monotonic
function.

In contrast to sSM, both sJ and sD do not involve neg-
ative matches (yi j). For instance, if the probability of non-
amplification of bands is high and absence of bands in both
OTUs cannot be interpreted as a common characteristic, it is
appropriate to apply coefficients s excluding negative matches
(sJ and sD).

In contrast to 1− s,
√

1 − s is a distance and Euclidean for all
three presented coefficients (Gower and Legendre, 1986). Thus,
they could be used to examine relationships among OTUs
based on allelic non-informative marker data in combination
with multivariate methods requiring dissimilarity coefficients
with the Euclidean property.

Relationships Among Dissimilarity and
Similarity Coefficients

If (i) band absence or presence can be interpreted as two al-
leles of one locus and (ii) the OTUs under consideration are
homozygous inbreds, then the following relationships exist be-
tween the s and d coefficients:

dR = d2
W = dN83 = d2

CE =
1

2m
d2

E = 1 − sSM. (19)

Gower (1975) proposed a method of comparing different multi-
variate analyses of the same data set, also known as Procrustes
analysis (Cox and Cox, 2000). We used this approach to il-
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Table 4 Overview of the genetical and mathematical properties of dissimilarity coefficients based
on allelic informative marker data: Euclidean (dE), Rogers’ (dR), modified Rogers’ (dW), and Cavalli-
Sforza and Edward’s distance (dCE) and Nei’s (1972) (dN72), Nei et al.’s (1983) (dN83), and Reynolds’
(dRE) dissimilarity coefficient.

Dissimilarity
coefficient Properties

dE No underlying genetic concept. Suited to investigate relationships among operational taxonomic units (OTUs)
with multivariate methods that require Euclidean distances (principal coordinate analysis, hierarchical cluster
analysis, classification, hierachical classification, and graph theory).

dR Linearly related to coefficient of coancestry. Appropriate to examine (i) the assembly and validation of core
collections and (ii) the uncovering of pedigree relationships among OTUs such as the detection of essentially
derived varieties in plant breeding or the identification of duplicates and collection gaps in seed banks.

dW dW
2 is linearly related to panmictic-midparent heterosis. Therefore, d2

W is appropriate to examine (i) the pre-
diction of heterosis with genetic distances or (ii) the establishment of heterotic groups.

dCE Based on Kimura’s (1954) model of “selective drift”. If one can assume the “selective drift” model, then dCE is
a proper coefficient to investigate the phylogenetic relationships among populations.

dRE Based on a model that an ancestral population splits into several subpopulations of the same size, which
diverge due to drift. Thus, if mutation and selection can be neglected and drift is the major evolutionary
force, then dRE is suitable for investigating the phylogenetic relationships among populations.

dN72 Based on the infinite-allele model (Kimura and Crow, 1964). If one can assume the infinite-allele model, then
dN72 is suitable for investigating phylogenetic relationships among populations.

dN83 For homozygous inbred lines, dN83 = dR and, hence, dN83 is also linearly related to the coancestry coefficient
(Malecot, 1948). Therefore, dN83 can be used for inbred lines for the same applications as dR.

lustrate the differences between the dissimilarity coefficients
based on allele frequency differences (Table 1).

The Procrustes analysis is based on the pairwise comparison
between two sets of dissimilarities di j and d∗i j (i, j = 1, 2, . . . ,n)
among the same sample of n OTUs. Rather than concentrating
on the distances themselves, geometric points Pi(i = 1, . . . ,n)
of the n OTUs are constructed to give rise to all the inter-
distances di j. The coordinates of these points were obtained
with Kruskal’s non-metric multidimensional scaling (Cox and
Cox, 2000). Kruskal’s non-metric multidimensional scaling is
a technique to represent OTUs in a reduced space while pre-
serving the distance relationships among them with high fi-
delity. It is not limited to Euclidean distance matrices and
can produce ordinations of objects from any dissimilarity ma-
trix. Similarly, the coordinates of the points P∗i (i = 1, . . . ,n) are
found for the dissimilarities d∗i j by applying again Kruskal’s
non-metric multidimensional scaling. The two configurations
are then matched for best fit by means of translation, rotation,
and reflection. The criterion of best fit adopted is the mini-
mization of the ’residual’ sum of squares R2

=
∑n

i=1 dE
2(Pi,P∗i ),

where dE(Pi,P∗i ) is the Euclidean distance between correspond-
ing points Pi and P∗i .

We compared the seven coefficients d based on allele fre-
quency differences (Table 1) of a published data set of seven
tropical CIMMYT maize populations (Reif et al. 2003) by sub-
jecting them pairwise to the procrustes analysis. The resulting
R2 matrix (Table 3) was then used as input for Kruskal’s non-
metric multidimensional scaling (Figure 1). The same analyses
were also performed with other data sets and yielded similar
results (data not shown). All analyses were performed with
Version 2 of the Plabsim software (Frisch et al. 2000), which is

implemented as an extension to the statistical software R (Ihaka
and Gentleman 1996).

The distance between dE and dW is zero (Table 3), because
dW =

√
2mdE. Both measures clustered together with dR and

dCE (Figure 1). This is in accordance with the expectations, be-
cause (i) dCE equals dW except that the square roots of the allele
frequencies are used as coordinates and (ii) dR is the average
dE across all loci standardized by the factor

√
2. dN83 was po-

sitioned between dE, dW , dR and dCE on one side and dN72 and
dRE on the other side. This is not surprising because dN72 and
dRE are based on similar assumptions: an ancestral population
split into subpopulations diverging by drift (dRE) or by muta-
tion and drift (dN72). Both coefficients include an estimate of
the allele frequencies of the ancestral population in contrast to
the other measures. Consequently, our results indicate that the
analogy of dN72 and dRE in estimating the allele frequencies of
the ancestral population has a stronger influence on the proper-
ty of the coefficients than the choice of the evolutionary model
assuming drift and mutation or only drift. Summarizing, some
coefficients are mathematically related or were developed as-
suming similar evolutionary models.

Conclusions

Our investigations show that genetical (Table 4) and mathemat-
ical (Tables 1 and 2) properties of dissimilarity measures are of
crucial importance when choosing a genetic dissimilarity co-
efficient for analyzing molecular marker data. The presented
results can assist experimenters in the choice of dissimilarity
measures that allow the extraction of the maximum amount of
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Figure 1 First two principal axes (PA) of Kruskal’s non-metric multidimensional scaling for compar-
ison of Euclidean (dE), Rogers’ (dR), modified Rogers’ (dW) and Cavalli-Sforza and Edward’s distance
(dCE) and Nei’s (1972) (dN72), Nei et al.’s (1983) (dN83), and Reynolds’ (dRE) dissimilarity coefficient
based on a procrustes analysis with a published data set of seven CIMMYT maize populations (Reif
et al., 2003).

information from genetic data for given objectives. Thus, they
facilitate the interpretation of findings from molecular marker
studies on a theoretically sound basis.
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Abstract

It has been claimed that plant breeding reduces genetic diversity in elite germplasm, which could seriously
jeopardize the continued ability to improve crops. The main objective of this study was to examine the loss of
genetic diversity in bread wheat during (i) its domestication, (ii) the change from traditional landrace cultivars
(LC) to modern breeding varieties, and (iii) 50 years of international breeding. We studied 253 CIMMYT or
CIMMYT-related modern wheat cultivars, LC, and Triticum tauschii accessions with 90 simple sequence repeat
(SSR) markers covering the entire wheat genome. A loss of genetic diversity was observed from T. tauschii
to LC, and from LC to the elite breeding germplasm. Wheat’s genetic diversity was narrowed from 1950 to
1989, but was enhanced from 1990 to 1997. Our results indicate that breeders averted the narrowing of the
wheat germplasm base and subsequently increased the genetic diversity through the introgression of novel
materials. The LC and T. tauschii contain numerous unique alleles that were absent in modern wheat cultivars.
Consequently, both LC and T. tauschii represent useful sources for broadening the genetic base of elite wheat
breeding germplasm.

D OMESTICATION and modern plant breeding have pre-
sumably narrowed the genetic base of bread wheat

(Triticum aestivum), which could jeopardize future crop im-
provement. Tetraploid varieties of domesticated wheat were
derived from a single tetraploid progenitor, T. dicoccoides, the
donor of the A and B genomes (1). Soon after the domesti-
cation of T. dicoccoides, free-threshing forms evolved from less
amenable hulled genotypes, known as T. turgidum. Wheat
species with tetraploid genomes were subsequently involved
in a fateful experiment: accidental crosses with the wild diploid
species T. tauschii, the donor of the D genome. This gave rise to
hexaploid wheat T. aestivum, also known as bread wheat (2, 3,
4). The number of independent crosses between the progen-
itors of T. aestivum is considered limited (5, 6), resulting pre-
sumably in a loss of diversity.

Through the centuries, mutation generated new alleles,
while recombination created novel allele combinations. The ge-
netic variation available in all this was subsequently reduced
by genetic drift and selection, both natural and that of early
farmers, which eventually resulted in landrace cultivars (LC)
adapted to specific conditions of their habitats. During the
past century so many of the traditional LC were continually re-
placed by modern wheat cultivars (MWC) that currently only
about 3% of the wheat-growing area is sown with LC (7). The
MWC were bred with a limited number of LC in their pedigree
and it is postulated that MWC contain less genetic diversity
than LC (8).

A popular hypothesis is that an extended period of plant
breeding and intensive selection have further reduced genetic
diversity among cultivars, narrowing the germplasm base

Corresponding author: Albrecht E. Melchinger, Institute of Plant Breeding, Seed
Science, and Population Genetics, University of Hohenheim, 70593 Stuttgart, Ger-
many. Email: melchinger@uni-hohenheim.de. Received March 28, 2004.

available for future breeding advances (9). Cultivation of
germplasm with a narrow genetic base entails a risk due to ge-
netic vulnerability. This risk is that mutations in pest popula-
tions or changes in environmental conditions may bring about
stresses that the cultivar could not cope with, and therefore
could lead to severe crop losses. This risk was brought sharply
into focus in 1970 with the outbreak of the southern corn leaf
blight (10). The first signs that germplasm with a narrow genet-
ic base might also lead to disasters in wheat came from several
severe epidemics of shoot fly (Atherigona spp.) and karnal bunt
(Tilletia indica) in India in the 1970s (11). Nevertheless, plant
breeding does not inevitably lead to a loss of genetic diversi-
ty. Reduction in diversity caused by intensive selection can be
counterbalanced by introgression of novel germplasm.

During the last 40 years, the International Maize and Wheat
Improvement Center (CIMMYT) has had a tremendous impact
on spring wheat. In all developing countries, excluding Chi-
na, approximately 86% of the spring bread wheat area in 1997
was sown with CIMMYT or CIMMYT-related germplasm in-
volving at least one CIMMYT ancestor (7). CIMMYT’s wheat
germplasm is therefore exceptionally suitable for investigation
whether breeding has reduced genetic diversity in wheat in a
detrimental manner.

Examining the loss of genetic diversity in bread wheat dur-
ing (i) its domestication, (ii) the change from traditional LC to
modern breeding varieties, and (iii) 50 years of international
breeding requires molecular analyses that incorporate compre-
hensive samples of MWC, LC, and their progenitors. In this
article, we report the first such extensive molecular diversity
analysis of wheat, which used a sample of 253 MWC, LC, and
T. tauschii accessions and 90 simple sequence repeat markers
(SSR) that provide a broad coverage of the wheat genome.
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Modern wheat cultivars

T. tauschii accessions 

Landrace cultivars

Figure 1 Fitch-Margoliash tree for the 11 T. tauschii accessions, 119 wheat landrace cultivars, and
123 modern wheat cultivars using the Rogers’ distance (RD).

Material and Methods

Plant Materials. We have chosen 123 CIMMYT, CIMMYT-
related, and other MWC according to their total area sown,
year of release, contribution to the development of new im-
portant lines (key parents), and geographic distribution, tak-
en from an impact study (7). The MWC were divided in-
to five time periods according to the year of release: Peri-
od 1: 1950-1965, Period 2: 1966-1973, Period 3: 1974-1981,
Period 4: 1982-1989, and Period 5: 1990-1997. Each pe-
riod included a minimum of 20 MWC. Detailed informa-
tion on the 123 MWC is available as supporting informa-
tion at http://www.cimmyt.org/english/webp/support/publications/
support_materials/ssr_mw1.htm. Five Mexican and four Turkish
spring wheat LC composed of three to 25 sub-lines were added
to our study, resulting in a total of 119 LC genotypes. Detailed
information about the LC is published elsewhere (12). Addi-
tionally, 11 T. tauschii accessions were chosen for analysis, six
collected in Iran, two in China, and three of unknown origin
(detailed information is published elsewhere (13)).

Simple Sequence Repeat Genotyping. The plants were
genotyped by the Applied Biotechnology Center at CIMMYT.
Details of the protocol are published elsewhere (12). Briefly,
DNA was extracted by the CTAB method and the SSR regions

were amplified by PCR with flourescent-labeled primers. PCR
products were size-separated on an ABI Prism 377 DNA Se-
quencer (Perkin Elmer Biotechnologies, Foster City, CA) and
classified to specific alleles by GENESCAN and GENOTYPER
software programs (12). MWC were genotyped with a set of
90 SSRs (51 EST and 39 genomic derived), covering the entire
wheat genome. The LC were fingerprinted with a subset of the
SSRs consisting of 41 markers (14). The SSR information was
obtained from IPK (Gatersleben, Germany) and DuPont (Wilm-
ington, DE). In addition, the SSR markers Taglgap, Taglut (15),
and WMC56 developed by the Wheat Microsatellite Consor-
tium (Agrogene, France) were used. The T. tauschii SSR geno-
types were obtained with 28 SSRs mapping to the D genome,
as described elsewhere (13). Details for all SSRs are given in Ta-
ble B at http://www.cimmyt.org/english/webp/support/publications/
support_materials/ssr_mw1.htm.

Statistics. Rogers’ genetic distance (RD) (16) was estimat-
ed among pairs of genotypes, considering the absence of an
SSR marker band as a missing value. Based on RD estimates,
the Fitch-Margoliash least-squares algorithm implemented in
the computer program Phylip was used to construct a phyloge-
netic tree (17). Standardized numbers of alleles per locus (Na)
were estimated by re-sampling nine plants per group (MWC,
LC, and T. tauschii) (18). Gene diversity (H) was calculated for
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Figure 2 Standardized number of alleles per locus (Na) and gene diversity (H) of 11 T. tauschii ac-
cessions, 119 landrace cultivar (LC), and 123 modern wheat cultivar (MWC) genotypes. Values for
the D genome are based on 14 SSRs, and for the AB genomes on 27 SSRs.

MWC, LC, and T. tauschii (19). Standard errors of Na and H
were determined by a bootstrap procedure over SSRs. Relative
loss of gene diversity between two germplasm groups was cal-
culated as: ∆H = 1−(H1/H2), where H1 and H2 denote the gene
diversities of the two germplasm groups (20). Furthermore, the
average number of unique alleles per SSR was determined for
comparison between T. tauschii and LC, as well as between LC
and MWC. The coefficient of parentage (COP) (21) was estimat-
ed among pairs of MWC as described elsewhere (22).

A linear relationship between COP and RD is expected
under certain simplified assumptions (23). Pearson’s correla-
tion coefficient (r) was calculated between RD estimates based
on SSRs and COP values based on all pairs of MWC with
COP ≥ 0.05. Trends of RD- or COP-based genetic diversity es-
timates of the MWC during the last 50 years of wheat breeding
were examined by performing multiple regression analyses of
these measures on the time periods, following established pro-
cedures (24). All analyses were performed with Version 2 of the
Plabsim software (25), which is implemented as an extension to
the statistical software R (26).

Results and Discussion

Relationships among Modern Wheat Cultivars, Landraces,
and T. tauschii. The Fitch-Margoliash phylogenetic tree of all
253 genotypes revealed a clear separation of T. tauschii acces-
sions from LC and MWC with only one T. tauschii accessions
positioned in the group of MWC (Fig. 1). This result reflects the
long isolation of the two gene pools after domestication, as well
as the divergence caused by selection, drift, and mutation. LC

and MWC also formed two separated main clusters. This out-
come can be explained by (1) the limited number of LC used
as the germplasm base for the development of MWC and (2)
selection and drift during the breeding of MWC. The LC and
T. tauschii accessions are quite diverse from MWC, indicating
their potential as a source of novel germplasm for wheat breed-
ing.

Loss of Diversity from T. tauschii to Landraces. We ob-
served a non-significant decrease in Na and H from T. tauschii
accessions to LC (Fig. 2) but a significant (P < 0.1) relative
diversity loss (∆H = 0.19). These results, together with the
findings of 2.5 unique alleles per locus present in T. tauschii
but not in LC, indicate a reduction in genetic variation dur-
ing the process of wheat domestication. This is in agreement
with previous studies reporting that the T. tauschii genome con-
tains considerably more genetic variation than the D genome
of hexaploid wheat (27, 28). The reduction in genetic diver-
sity is probably the product of the relatively young history of
the wheat crop, the presumably small founder population, and
the intensive long-term selection for agronomic traits. Thus,
the initial steps of crop domestication probably caused a severe
population bottleneck.

Loss of Diversity from Landraces to Modern Wheat Culti-
vars. No change in H from LC to MWC was observed for the D
genome, but H decreased slightly from LC to MWC for the AB
genomes (Fig. 2). Combining all SSRs, a relative loss of gene
diversity ∆H of 0.05 was revealed from LC to MWC. Togeth-
er with the observation that 1.9 unique alleles per locus were
present in LC but absent in MWC, this indicated a substantial
genetic diversity loss from LC to MWC. Possible explanations
are those already stated in discussing the clustering pattern of
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Table 1 Average Rogers’ distance (above diagonal) and coefficient of parentage (below diagonal)
for 123 CIMMYT and CIMMYT-related wheat cultivars grouped into five time periods (Period 1:
1950-1965, Period 2: 1966-1973, Period 3: 1974-1981, Period 4: 1982-1989, and Period 5: 1990-1997).
The mean of the standard errors of Rogers’ distances is 0.053.

Period 1 2 3 4 5

1 0.477 0.487 0.481 0.487
2 0.109 0.463 0.462 0.474
3 0.103 0.144 0.443 0.465
4 0.089 0.122 0.141 0.445
5 0.094 0.136 0.150 0.155

the material in our study. The loss of genetic diversity may in-
dicate an elimination of undesired or even deleterious alleles,
but may also reflect an erosion of alleles valuable for plant im-
provement and future demands of producers and consumers.
The latter hypothesis was supported by various surveys report-
ing the potential of LC as a source of novel useful allelic varia-
tion (29, 30).

Loss of Diversity during 50 Years of International Breed-
ing. The global impact of the wheat breeding program of
CIMMYT has been significant and well documented (31). The
main objectives of this breeding program were high and stable
yields across mega-environments combined with widely effec-
tive disease resistances. An average annual increase in yield of
0.88% was reported from 1960 to 1990 (32). Nevertheless, there
has been growing public concern that the tremendous enhance-
ments of yield by modern breeding would go hand in hand
with a large decrease in diversity (33), which could threaten fu-
ture selection progress.

The average RD and COP between MWC of different time
periods (Table 1) showed that the relatedness of germplasm in-
creased with decreasing differences in time periods, indicat-
ing the presence of drift and/or selection. The average RD
and COP between MWC of adjacent time periods revealed that
the relatedness of the germplasm decreased with increasing
time periods. This reflects the effects of second-cycle breeding,
where the next breeding cycle is generated by intermating the
best genotypes of the previous cycle.

Pairwise RD within a period regressed on the period num-
ber corroborated a significant (P < 0.05) quadratic trend. This
indicates a narrowing of genetic diversity among major CIM-
MYT MWC from Period 1 to Period 4, but an enhancement
from Period 4 to Period 5 (Fig. 3A)

COP determines the similarity between two individuals us-
ing the concept of identity by descent. Pairwise 1-COP values
between individuals within time periods present therefore an
alternative measure of genetic diversity. Although the corre-
lation (r) between RD and 1-COP across all 7503 data points
was only 0.48 (P < 0.01), we observed also a significant (P <
0.05) quadratic trend between SSR-based RDs and time peri-
ods, with an increase in diversity for the last time period stud-
ied (Fig. 3B). The low correlation between RD and 1-COP can
be explained by several simplifying assumptions underlying
the COP estimation including (1) unrelated founder individu-
als, (2) equal parental genome distribution, and (3) the absence
of selection, mutation or drift (34).

Owing to the length of a breeding cycle and the low multi-
plication rate of wheat after the initial cross is made, it takes ap-

proximately 10-12 years for a newly developed cultivar to reach
the market and influence the genetic diversity on a large scale.
Therefore, the decreasing pairwise 1-COP values and pairwise
RDs from Period 1 to Period 4 reflect the reduction in genetic
diversity until the late 1970s. This reduction in diversity lev-
els might be explained by the ´´Early Green Revolution” (35),
which was characterized by breeding semi-dwarf varieties pos-
sessing a higher yielding potential due to an increased harvest
index and better lodging tolerance, especially under high fer-
tilizer and water inputs. These high yielding new semi-dwarf
MWC were based on a limited number of key parents and dom-
inated rapidly the wheat germplasm base (11).

The increase in genetic diversity (1-COP values and RD)
from Period 4 to Period 5 can be explained by a change in the
breeding strategy of CIMMYT in the late 1970s. CIMMYT’s
wheat breeding program aimed at increasing genetic diversi-
ty on a large scale by taking into account the need for biolog-
ical diversification, environmental sustainability, and durable
resistance to combat ever-evolving pathogens. In parallel, re-
mained the wide geographic adaptation of the germplasm an
important breeding goal (36, 37). The breeding germplasm was
broadened with (i) spring and winter wheat from different re-
gions, (ii) exotic germplasm such as Chinese or Brazilian wheat
cultivars, (iii) LC from many regions, and (iv) wild relatives
such as Agropyrum derivatives (31, 36).

Our results indicate that CIMMYT breeders successfully in-
creased the genetic diversity through introgression of various
novel wheat materials once they realized the danger of narrow-
ing down their germplasm base. Grain yield of spring bread
wheat has been systematically increased through genetic im-
provement from Period 4 to Period 5 (32) without reducing the
genetic diversity (Fig. 3B). Thus, the enhancement of yield in
plant breeding does not necessarily cause a loss of genetic di-
versity.

Sources of Novel Genetic Variation for Wheat Breeding.
Over the last 100 years, the development and successful ap-
plication of wheat breeding has produced high-yielding MWC
on which current agriculture is based. Yet, ironically, it is the
plant breeding process itself that threatens the genetic base up-
on which breeding depends. A report commissioned by the
National Academy of Sciences, in response to the 1970 southern
corn leaf blight disaster, recommended placing more empha-
sis on collecting and preserving the genetic diversity in crop
species (10). One result of that report was the foundation of
germplasm banks such as the one at CIMMYT, where approx-
imately 150 000 accessions of wheat and its wild relatives are
conserved.
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Figure 3 Boxplot of pairwise (A) Rogers’ distances and (B) 1-COP values for 123 CIMMYT and
CIMMYT-related wheat cultivars grouped into five time periods. The closed boxes comprise values
between the 25% and 75% quantiles.

A classical way experienced scientists and research staff use
to identify useful novel genes and alleles in genetic resources
is to look for potentially useful traits. This may happen during
routine maintenance and systematic screening of collections, or
as a spin-off of pre-breeding and breeding programs carried

out for other purposes. Once a desired trait has been identi-
fied, backcrossing can be used to introduce it into elite breeding
germplasm. This approach works well when the trait of inter-
est is controlled by one or a few genes but many traits impor-
tant to agriculture, such as yield, show polygenic inheritance.
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The identification of genes of agronomic importance therefore
requires more sophisticated methods (20). After their localiza-
tion in the genome, a systematic search of novel alleles can be
conducted in genetic resources via new approaches such as as-
sociation mapping (38). New valuable genetic variants can then
be introgressed systematically, applying marker-assisted back-
crossing or genetic transformation. Consequently, the genetic
potential present in genetic resources can be unlocked, facili-
tating a sustainable future selection gain in plant breeding.
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Genetic Diversity Determined within and among CIMMYT Maize Populations of
Tropical, Subtropical, and Temperate Germplasm by SSR Markers

J. C. Reif, X. C. Xia, A. E. Melchinger,* M. L. Warburton, D. A. Hoisington, D. Beck, M. Bohn, and M. Frisch

ABSTRACT Besides this, drift and selection within populations can
also cause LD. The genomic structure of LD must beGenetic diversity in maize (Zea mays L.) plays a key role for

future breeding progress. The main objectives of our study were to empirically determined before embarking on associa-
(i) investigate the genetic diversity within and among CIMMYT maize tion studies because it can vary among samples of germ-
populations by simple sequence repeat (SSR) markers, (ii) examine plasm. The advent of PCR-based molecular markers
genotype frequencies for deviations from Hardy-Weinberg equilib-

such as SSRs has created an opportunity for fine-scale
rium (HWE) at individual loci, and (iii) test for linkage disequilibrium

genetic characterization of germplasm collections. Since(LD) between pairs of loci. Twenty-three maize populations and pools
SSR markers are highly polymorphic (Smith et al., 1997),established in 1974, which mostly comprise germplasm from different

easy to generate, and highly repeatable (Heckenbergerracial complexes adapted to tropical, subtropical intermediate-matu-

rity, subtropical early-maturity, and temperate megaenvironments (ME), et al., 2002), they can be used for large-scale investiga-
were fingerprinted by 83 SSR markers covering the entire maize tions as needed in the case of genetic resources (Powell
genome. Across all populations, 27% of the SSR markers deviated sig- et al., 1996).
nificantly from HWE with an excess of homozygosity in 99% of the

CIMMYT developed and improved from 1964 untilcases. We observed no evidence for genome-wide LD among pairs
1973 a wide array of maize germplasm. Populations wereof loci within each of the seven tropical populations analyzed. Esti-
established with materials from a single racial complex.mates of genetic differentiation (GST) between populations within

MEs averaged 0.09 and revealed that most of the molecular variation In 1974, a major shift in the organization of the germ-
was found within the populations. Principal coordinate analysis based plasm was initiated. Germplasm from different racial
on allele frequencies of the populations revealed that populations complexes was mixed and more than 100 populations
adapted to the same ME clustered together and, thus, supported

were established to (i) reduce the large collection of
clearly the ME structure.

germplasm from CIMMYT’s gene bank to a number
that can be handled efficiently in a breeding program
and (ii) use the combining ability of different germplasm

Genetic diversity in maize is a valuable natural re-
sources for intrapopulation improvement. In addition,source and plays a key role for future breeding
30 broad-based back-up pools were formed as an insur-progress. Germplasm collections as a source of genetic
ance against narrowing the germplasm base of the popu-diversity must be well characterized for efficient man-
lations (CIMMYT, 1998). These pools and populationsagement and effective exploitation. Achieving this goal
have played an important role in maize breeding andin curating of gene banks is hampered by rising costs,
production in developing countries and have been ex-decreasing budgets, and large collection sizes. The germ-

plasm collection sizes should be optimized to provide ploited as sources of new germplasm for temperate
maximal preservation of genetic variation and minimal regions (Ron Parra and Hallauer, 1997). Detailed
redundancy with regard to genotypes, gene complexes, knowledge about LD and genetic diversity of these pop-
or possibly even genes (Kresovich et al., 1992). ulations would increase the efficiency of their use in

Association mapping was proposed as one approach breeding. However, little is known about the molecular
to detect genes and alleles of interest in germplasm diversity in tropical and subtropical maize populations
collections (Lynch and Walsh, 1997). The resolution of (Warburton et al., 2002) and information about LD in
association studies in a sample depends on the extent this germplasm is entirely lacking.
of linkage disequilibrium (LD) across the genome. LD

The main objectives of our study were to characterize
(or the correlation between alleles of different loci)

the population genetic structure of 23 CIMMYT maize
depends generally on the genealogy of the germplasm.

populations as a basis for an efficient use of this germ-
plasm in breeding programs. In particular we (i) investi-

J.C. Reif, A.E. Melchinger, and M. Frisch, Institute of Plant Breeding, gated the molecular genetic diversity within and among
Seed Science, and Population Genetics, Univ. of Hohenheim, 70593

23 of CIMMYT’s maize populations, (ii) examined geno-Stuttgart, Germany; M. Bohn, Crop Science Dep., Univ. of Illinois,
type frequencies for deviations from Hardy-Weinberg1102 South Goodwin Avenue, Urbana, IL 61801; M.L. Warburton,

D.A. Hoisington, and D. Beck, International Maize and Wheat Im- equilibrium at individual loci, and (iii) tested for LD
provement Center (CIMMYT), Apdo. Postal 6-641 06600 Mexico

between pairs of loci.
D.F., Mexico; X.C. Xia, Institute of Crop Breeding and Cultivation,
Chinese Academy of Agric. Sciences, Zhongguancun South Street
12, 100081, Beijing, China. 30 April 2003. *Corresponding author

Abbreviations: CIMMYT, International Maize and Wheat Improve-(melchinger@uni-hohenheim.de).
ment Center; HWE, Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium; ME, megaenviron-
ment; LD, linkage disequilibrium; MRD, modified Roger’s distance;Published in Crop Sci. 44:326–334 (2004).

 Crop Science Society of America PC, principal coordinate; PCoA, principal coordinate analysis; QTL,
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ite 1999 linkage map obtained from the MaizeDB websiteMATERIALS AND METHODS
(http://nucleus.agron.missouri.edu/).

Genetic Material

Twenty-three populations and pools (further referred to as Statistical Analyses
populations, if not stated otherwise) of CIMMYT’s maize

The number of alleles per locus (further referred to as allelicprogram were investigated including tropical, subtropical, and
richness) was determined for the entire set of 672 individualstemperate adapted material. The germplasm was grouped on
analyzed and for various subsets within this collection (popula-the basis of its adaptation to four megaenvironments (MEs):
tions, MEs). The existence of population- or ME-specific al-tropical, subtropical intermediate-maturity, subtropical early-
leles was determined. The total gene diversity (HT) based onmaturity, and temperate (Table 1). The populations were
SSR data across all populations was decomposed into (i) genemaintained periodically by recombining a minimum of 420
diversity between individuals within each population (HS) andplants per population each generation for several decades.
(ii) gene diversity between populations within each ME (HME)
according to Nei (1987, p. 164) and Chakraborty (1980). Confi-

SSR Analyses dence intervals for HS values were obtained by a bootstrap
procedure with resampling across markers and individuals.Forty-eight individuals from each of the seven tropical pop-
The coefficient of gene differentiation (GST) was used as aulations and 21 individuals from each of the 16 subtropical and
measure of genetic differentiation between populations of thetemperate populations were chosen at random and analyzed
same ME and different MEs and was calculated according toindividually. DNA was extracted employing a modified CTAB
Nei (1987, p. 190). GST is the proportion of the total geneticprocedure (Saghai-Maroof al., 1984). We used the set of 83
diversity that is due to differences between MEs. The fixationSSR markers described by Warburton et al. (2002), which
index FIS for each population was estimated according to Neiprovides uniform coverage of the entire maize genome. Prim-
(1987, p. 164) as one minus the observed heterozygosity di-ers and PCR conditions were described in detail by Warburton
vided by the expected heterozygosity.et al. (2002). SSRs were multiplexed for a maximum efficiency.

The average number of alleles, the number of unique alleles,Fragments were separated using acrylamide gels run on an
HS, and HME depend on the number of individuals analyzedABI 377 automatic DNA sequencer. Fragment sizes were
per population. In the tropical populations, 48 individuals werecalculated with GeneScan 3.1 (Perkin Elmer/Applied Biosys-
sampled, whereas in the subtropical and temperate popula-tems, Foster City, CA) using the Local Southern sizing method
tions only 21 individuals were sampled per population. There-(Elder and Southern, 1987); allele identity was assigned by
fore, we used a resampling strategy to obtain comparableGenotyper 2.1 software (Perkin Elmer/Applied Biosystems)
estimates: a random sample of 21 individuals from each ofand the two inbred lines, CML51 and CML292, as controls.

Map position for all SSRs were based on the Pioneer Compos- the tropical populations was chosen for the above analyses,

Table 1. Description of the 23 CIMMYT maize populations analyzed in this study, grouped according to the adaptation to the four
megaenvironments (MEs).

Population Cycle Germplasm description

Tropical ME

P21 5 Composed of seven Tuxpeño races plus some families from P124.
P22 6 Includes Tuxpeño and ETO Blanco germplasm as well as germplasm from Central America.
P25 0 Composed of white flint selections from crosses among germplasm from Mexico, Columbia, the Caribbean, Central America,

India, Thailand and the Philippines.
P29 5 Broad genetic base including Tuxpeño, Cuban flints, and ETO.
P32 5 On the basis of white flint germplasm from South America, Cuba, Mexico and the U.S. Corn Belt.
P43 5 Tuxpeño synthetic composed of 16 S1 lines.
P124 21 Mainly based on Tuxpeño germplasm, but includes also some materials from Central America, the Carribean, and Zaire.

Subtropical intermediate-maturity ME

P33 2 Contains predominantly Argentinian (Cateto) flints.
P34 5 Includes Cuban flints, ETO, Tuxpeño, and germplasm from the U.S. Corn Belt, India, and Nepal.
P42 4 An advanced generation of ETO selected for short-plant type and crossed with Illinois Corn Belt material.
P45 3 Includes U.S. Corn Belt germplasm, Tuxpeño, Cuban flints, Puerto Rico composite, and collections from the Dominican

Republic.
P47 2 Consists largely of Tuxpeño germplasm plus some U.S. Corn Belt lines.
P131 14 A broad based pool including white flint segregates from Ecuador, Argentina, India, Mexico, Pool 32, and Pool 33, but also

germplasm from Mexico, U.S. Corn Belt, Brazil, Uruguay, Argentina, China, Pakistan, Yugoslavia, Lebanon, Guatemala,
Venezuela, Peru, Cuba, and the Dominican Republic.

P134 20 Includes germplasm from the Mexican lowlands and highlands, the U.S. Corn Belt, southern USA, Puerto Rico, Pakistan,
Hungary, China, Peru, Pakistan, Lebanon, Nicaragua, and Guatemala.

Subtropical early-maturity ME

P46 1 Represents a superior fraction (240 half-sib families) of Pool 29, which is based on germplasm from Europe, Lebanon, the
USA Corn Belt, China, Indonesia, and South America.

P48 5 Composed of U.S. Corn Belt germplasm, southern European germplasm, and 54 half-sib families from Pool 30.
P127 20 Includes germplasm from the USA, China, Lebanon, Pakistan, and several European countries.
P128 14 On the basis of crosses between white dent segregates from P127 and Hungarian germplasm from Pool 30 and various other

germplasm.
P130 15 Composed of germplasm from Europe, China, Lebanon, Mexico, South America, and the U.S. Corn Belt.

Temperate ME

P139 12 Contains germplasm from the tropical lowlands and highlands, subtropical, and temperate areas.
P140 12 On the basis of germplasm from Europe.
P141 12 Includes predominantly U.S. Corn Belt germplasm plus germplasm from China, Korea, and Lebanon.
P142 12 On the basis of germplasm from Mexico, Peru, Bolivia, Pakistan, Hungary, USA, and Yemen.
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sampling was repeated 1000 times, and the results were av- (1992) to detect significant departures from HWE. LD be-
tween all pairs of loci was tested within each of the seveneraged.

The modified Roger’s distance (MRD) between two popu- tropical populations using a likelihood-ratio test, whose empir-
ical distribution is obtained by a permutation procedure (Slat-lations or individuals was calculated according to Wright
kin and Excoffier, 1996). This test assumes HWE at each locus(1978, p. 91) and Goodman and Stuber (1983). Standard errors
and, thus, only loci with no significant deviation from HWEof MRD estimates were calculated by a bootstrap procedure
were included in the analysis. An LD analysis of the 16 sub-with resampling across markers and individuals. Associations
tropical and temperate populations was not considered dueamong operational taxonomic units were revealed by principal
to the small sample size of 21 individuals per population. Incoordinate analysis (PCoA) (Gower, 1966) based on MRD
testing for both HWE and LD, the Bonferroni correction forvalues. PCoA were performed for (i) the 23 populations and
multiple tests was applied (Snedecor and Cochran, 1980).(ii) all individuals of the populations from each ME. In the

latter case, individuals with more than 30% missing values
were excluded. All analyses were performed with Version 2 RESULTS
of the Plabsim software (Frisch et al., 2000), which is imple-

Population Genetic Analysesmented as an extension to the statistical software R (Ihaka
and Gentleman, 1996). We found a total of 666 alleles for the 83 SSR markers

Alleles with frequencies smaller than 0.10 were pooled for
in the 672 genotypes (Table 2). All 83 marker loci ana-

each locus for tests of Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium (HWE)
lyzed were polymorphic across all 672 individuals. Theand LD because disequilibrium coefficients have large vari-
average proportion of missing data across genotypesances with rare alleles. The population genetic software Ar-
was 8%. At the population level, an average of 76 locilequin (Schneider et al., 2000) was used for tests of HWE at
was polymorphic with a maximum of 81 (Pl42) andindividual loci and LD between pairs of loci. Software Ar-

lequin uses the procedure described by Guo and Thompson a minimum of 63 (Pl40). The percentage of loci with

Table 2. Genetic diversity within and among 23 maize populations as revealed by SSRs.

No. of Avg. no. of No. of unique Gene Fixation 95% confidence
Population individuals alleles per locus alleles† diversity‡ index (FIS) interval for FIS

Tropical germplasm

P21 48 4.20 13 0.51ab 0.27 (0.19,034)
P22 48 4.14 4 0.51ab 0.25 (0.17,0.31)
P25 48 3.93 8 0.51ab 0.23 (0.15,0.29)
P29 48 4.24 7 0.55b 0.25 (0.17,0.32)
P32 48 3.47 3 0.45a 0.31 (0.19,0.35)
P43 48 3.55 3 0.48ab 0.28 (0.19,0.35)
P124 48 4.22 1 0.53ab 0.22 (0.13,0.30)
Total 336 6.07 86 0.56

Resampled tropical germplasm§

P21 21 3.74 12 0.50ab 0.27 (0.18,0.35)
P22 21 3.71 6 0.50ab 0.24 (0.15,0.31)
P25 21 3.56 7 0.50ab 0.22 (0.15,0.30)
P29 21 3.83 5 0.54ab 0.23 (0.15,0.32)
P32 21 3.08 2 0.45ab 0.27 (0.19,0.35)
P43 21 3.23 3 0.47ab 0.28 (0.19,0.38)
P124 21 3.79 1 0.52ab 0.21 (0.11,0.30)
Total 147 5.62 35 0.55

Subtropical intermediate-maturity germplasm

P33 21 3.73 4 0.55ab 0.44 (0.30,0.50)
P34 21 3.71 3 0.52ab 0.41 (0.28,0.47)
P42 21 3.58 2 0.54ab 0.36 (0.24,0.43)
P45 21 3.80 4 0.57b 0.37 (0.24,0.42)
P47 21 3.65 7 0.54ab 0.37 (0.24,0.42)
P131 21 3.78 1 0.59ab 0.65 (0.54,0.72)
P134 21 3.90 5 0.56ab 0.41 (0.28,0.48)
Total 147 5.86 37 0.62

Subtropcal early-maturity germplasm

P46 21 3.48 3 0.54ab 0.41 (0.27,0.46)
P48 21 3.36 1 0.51ab 0.36 (0.26,0.42)
P127 21 3.78 8 0.55ab 0.38 (0.25,0.44)
P128 21 4.00 4 0.58b 0.43 (0.29,0.48)
P130 21 3.75 3 0.55ab 0.40 (0.27,0.47)
Total 105 5.43 23 0.60

Temperate germplasm

P139 21 4.13 6 0.58b 0.40 (0.28,0.43)
P140 21 3.81 4 0.55ab 0.41 (0.29,0.45)
P141 21 3.69 5 0.57b 0.39 (0.26,0.43)
P142 21 3.96 5 0.57b 0.42 (0.30,0.47)
Total 84 5.34 22 0.61

Grand total 672 8.02 0.62

† Number of unique alleles with respect to the total number of 672 alleles found in all 23 populations.
‡ Gene diversity values followed by the same letters are not different at the 0.05 significance level according to a bootstrap procedure.
§ A random sample of 21 individuals from each tropical population was chosen. Sampling was repeated 1000 times and the results averaged.
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significant (P � 0.01) deviations from HWE varied from
14% (P48) to 40% (Pl34) with an average of 27% (Fig. 1).
In 99% of the cases, deviations from HWE were attrib-
utable to an excess of homozygosity. FIS values ranged
from 0.21 (Pl24) to 0.65 (Pl31) (Table 2) across germ-
plasm types. The number of unique alleles for the vari-
ous MEs ranged from 22 (temperate ME) to 86 (tropical
ME). Significant differences (P � 0.05) were found
among the HS values within the 23 populations with a
range from 0.45 (P32) to 0.59 (Pl31) and a mean of 0.54.
Gene diversity between populations within a given ME
(HME) was highest in the subtropical intermediate-matu-
rity populations (0.62) and smallest in the tropical popu-
lations (0.56). The coefficient of gene differentiation
GST between the populations within MEs averaged 0.09
with little variation among the four MEs. Gene differen-
tiation GST between the MEs was 0.02.

The number of LD tests performed and significant
test results were (1275, 3) for P21, (1891, 2) for P22,
(1275, 3) for P25, (1653, 6) for P29, (1035, 13) for P32,
(946, 1) for P43, and (1485, 6) for Pl24. Thus, the propor-
tion of significant two-locus LD tests was below the
number of expected false positives with an experi-
mentwise error rate of � � 0.05.

Relationships between Populations

Values of MRD between pairs of populations aver-
aged 0.28 and ranged from 0.20 (P22 � Pl24) to 0.41
(P32 � P48) with significant differences (P � 0.01) be-
tween MRD estimates (Table 3). The average MRD
between all pairs of populations within MEs ranged
from 0.22 (temperate ME) to 0.26 (subtropical interme-
diate-maturity ME) and averaged 0.25. The average
MRD between all pairs of populations of different MEs
was maximum for tropical � subtropical early-maturity
populations (0.32) and minimum for subtropical early-
maturity � temperate populations (0.24).

In the PCoA based on MRD estimates of all popula-
tions, the first two principal coordinates (PC) explained
a total of 34.2% of the molecular variance (Fig. 2).
The tropical populations were separated from the other

Fig. 1. Frequency of loci with significant (P � 0.01) Hardy-Weinberg
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termating different racial complexes (Vasal et al., 1999).
The intermixing of diverse germplasm within popula-
tions complicates detection of relationships among these
populations based on pedigree information. Hence, we
employed molecular markers to analyze associations
among the CIMMYT maize pools and populations.

Hardy-Weinberg Equilibrium

The Hardy-Weinberg law describes the fundamental
observation that in a large random-mating population
both gene frequencies and genotype frequencies are
constant across generations assuming absence of migra-
tion, mutation, and selection. The genotype frequencies
are determined by the gene frequencies (Falconer and
Mackay, 1996, p. 5). CIMMYT breeders have main-
tained their populations by planting a minimum of 20
rows and 21 plants per row. All plants consistent with
the varietal description were shoot bagged and pollen
from 10 rows was bulked to pollinate plants in the other
10 rows and vice versa. A minimum of 300 to 350 typicalFig. 2. Principal coordinate analysis of the 23 maize populations based
ears from the pollinated plants was chosen to representon modified Roger’s distance calculated from the allele frequencies

of the populations. PC1 and PC2 are the first and second principal each population. Considering the procedure to maintain
coordinates, respectively. Tropical (�), subtropical intermediate- the germplasm, it was expected that the populations
maturity (*), subtropical early-maturity (�), and temperate germ- would be in HWE after one generation of random mat-
plasm (�).

ing. However, all 23 maize populations deviated signifi-
cantly from HWE (Fig. 1) and showed a deficit of het-

three ME populations by PC1. The subtropical interme-
erozygous loci (Table 2). This is in agreement with

diate-maturity populations were separated from the
previous reports on other maize populations. Labate et

subtropical early-maturity and temperate populations
al. (2000) investigated two random-mated maize popu-

by PC2. The temperate populations were positioned
lations and found that 27% of tests for deviation fromadjacent to the subtropical early-maturity populations.
Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium were significant, with de-In the tropical populations, individuals of P21, P22,
viations occurring due to an excess of homozygosity of 72P29, and Pl24 clustered together and were clearly sepa-
and 87%. Dubreuil and Charcosset (1998) also detectedrated from individuals of P25, P32, and P43 (Fig. 3).
an excess of homozygosity in 10 populations from EuropeWithin the subtropical intermediate-maturity popula-
and the U.S. using RFLP markers. In 17 open-pollinatedtions, individuals from P34 and P42 clustered together.
populations assayed at 13 enzyme marker loci, 27% ofIndividuals of Pl31 were widely spread across the two
Hardy-Weinberg tests were significant, with 94% show-PCs, whereas individuals of P45 and P47 formed largely
ing an excess of homozygosity (Kahler et al., 1986).separated groups. In the subtropical early-maturity pop-

The inbreeding of the populations observed in ourulations, PC1 clearly separated individuals of Pl27 and
study can be related to various causes: (i) positive as-P46 from individuals of Pl30 and P48, whereas individu-
sortative matings between individuals (homogamy), (ii)als of Pl28 were positioned in between these two groups.
artificial subgrouping of individuals from populations,The individuals of the four temperate pools were widely
(iii) selection favoring homozygotes, and (iv) experi-scattered across both PCs, with Pl39 being most clearly
mental errors during the laboratory assay for SSRs.separated from Pl42.
Even though precautions were taken to avoid positive
assortative mating between individuals, it cannot be ex-

DISCUSSION cluded entirely because late flowering plants are prefer-
entially crossed to late ones, and early flowering plantsResearch on genetic diversity in maize with molecular
with early ones. However, only SSRs closely linked tomarkers has mostly concentrated on temperate inbred
QTL for flowering time should show a higher degree oflines and their pedigree relationships as well as assign-
homozygosity than expected under HWE. Assortativement to heterotic groups (Melchinger, 1999). Only a
mating can be one reason for an artificial subgroupingfew studies have investigated the genetic diversity and
of individuals, but a closer examination of the PCoAsstructure of traditional maize populations from Europe
(Fig. 3) did not provide any clue that the deficit of(Gauthier et al., 2002) and the U.S. Corn Belt (Labate
heterozygous individuals could be related to a sub-et al., 2003). In contrast to these populations, which
grouping of individuals from populations. Selection fa-have originated from different geographic regions and
voring homozygotes is unlikely in maize, where fitnessmaintained separately by farmers and early breeders,
increases with heterozygosity. The choice of SSRs withthe 100 populations and 30 pools at CIMMYT have
tri- and higher repeats in our study and the use of thea fairly short evolutionary history. These germplasm

groups were created by breeders in 1974 mostly by in- Local Southern sizing method to estimate the fragment
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Fig. 3. Principal coordinate analyses of the individuals of the 23 populations grouped into four megaenvironments (ME) based on modified
Roger’s distance. PC1 and PC2 are the first and second principal coordinate, respectively, and numbers in parentheses refer to the proportion
of variance explained by the principal component in the specific ME group.

sizes, which represents a conservative allele-calling pro- quencies, or from drift in small populations. Since popu-
cedure, reduce the laboratory error sources, which cause lation admixture happened during the establishment of
overestimation of heterozygosity. However, most exper- the tropical populations recently, this could have caused
imental errors would lead to an overestimation of homo- LD. However, we found that less than 0.3% of the two-
zygotes because (i) a heterozygous locus carrying a null locus disequilibrium tests were significant, which can be
allele would be scored as a homozygous locus, (ii) alleles explained by type I error alone. This is in accordance
could not be detected because of competition during with a study reported by Stuber et al. (1980), who evalu-
the PCR reaction, and (iii) the setting of the threshold ated LD among eight enzyme loci in four long-term
of band intensity to detect alleles can be too strict. maize selection experiments. In contrast to these results,

Thus, experimental errors are probably the major Remington et al. (2001) reported evidence of genome-
cause of heterozygote deficiency within the populations wide LD among 47 SSRs for 102 maize inbred lines
apart from genuine genetic causes. To separate both from temperate and tropical regions. LD was reduced
sources, it would be prudent in future studies to include, but not eliminated by grouping lines into three empiri-
besides the two inbred checks, their hybrid as a control cally determined subpopulations. Nevertheless, artifi-
to estimate the error rate for misscoring of heterozy- cial population admixture within the subpopulations
gous loci. caused by sampling lines from different germplasm

sources could be one reason for the detection of LD in
Linkage Disequilibrium this survey. On one hand, the lack of LD in our study

can be explained by the low-density marker map andLD can result from and be maintained by epistasis
the decrease of LD with successive generations of in-(Falconer and Mackay, 1996, p. 16). It can also arise

from admixture of populations with different gene fre- termating since the establishment of the populations.
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On the other hand, the sample size of 48 individuals and pools (Table 1) and the similar selection pressure
applied while adapting them to winter maize areas inper population, the precision in estimating haplotype

frequencies with the EM algorithm (Excoffier and Slat- the subtropics and tropics.
Most of the variation was found within the popula-kin, 1995), and the elimination of loci deviating from

HWE (Fig. 1) result in a low power to detect LD. Fur- tions and just a minor part (9% on average) between
the populations. The higher GST values for the tropical,ther investigations are required to examine the influence

of the sample size and the structure of the population subtropical intermediate-maturity, and subtropical early-
maturity populations (0.10, 0.09, and 0.09, respectively)on the power of detecting LD.
than for the temperate populations (0.07) can be ex-
plained by the pedigree information (Table 1). In theMolecular Diversity of the Populations
temperate populations, many germplasm sources were

We observed a higher total molecular allelic richness
combined to establish broad-based pools comprising dif-

(8.02 alleles per locus) and average molecular allelic
ferent racial complexes. An analysis of GST values for

richness of the populations adapted to different MEs
individual loci revealed that the following SSRs were

(5.7 alleles per locus) than reported in previous SSR
associated with the structuring of the germplasm:

studies of maize germplasm, although the Local South-
phi014, phi031, phi053, and phi112. Such a tendency

ern sizing method used to estimate the fragment sizes
may indicate that the chromosomal regions harboring

represents a conservative allele-calling procedure. La-
these SSRs are not selectively neutral. Several studies

bate et al. (2003) found an average of 6.5 alleles per
reported QTL for the anthesis-silking interval in the

locus analyzing 461 plants representing a diverse array
vicinity of phi014 and phi031 (Ribaut et al., 1996; Veld-

of U.S. germplasm. Matsuoka et al. (2002) found, on
boom et al., 1994). QTL for days to pollen were reported

average, 6.9 alleles per locus for 101 maize inbred lines
in chromosomal regions near phi053 and phi112 (CIM-

representing three major germplasm sources (Tropical,
MYT, unpublished data). This seems to be an interesting

U.S., and Canadian/European inbreds). The total gene
starting point for further fine-scale and association map-

diversity across all populations (0.62) in our study was
ping approaches of the underlying genes.

the same as reported by Matsuoka et al. (2002). The high
The clustering observed in the tropical populations

molecular allelic richness (Table 1) and gene diversity
is largely consistent with the pedigree information

values in our study confirm the broad genetic base of the
(Table 1). Pl24 was formed of Tuxpeño germplasm. P21

populations expected from the pedigree data (Table 1).
was established from seven Tuxpeño races and some

The allelic richness and number of unique alleles were
families from Pl24. Although P43 was derived from Tux-

significantly higher for the tropical populations (6.07
peño germplasm, it did not cluster closely with P21,

alleles per locus, 86 alleles, respectively) than for popu-
consistent with field data that show high levels of hetero-

lations adapted to the three other MEs (5.86, 5.43, and
sis between P21 and P43. In addition to Tuxpeño germ-

5.34 alleles per locus, 37, 23, and 22 alleles). However,
plasm, P22 and P29 contain other materials such as

the results of the resampled tropical populations ob-
ETO or Cuban flint. However, the results of the PCoA

tained from the same number of individuals per popula-
suggest that both populations (P29 and P22) contain

tion as sampled in each of the subtropical and temperate
mainly Tuxpeño germplasm. P21 and P32 were widely

populations clearly demonstrated the importance of the
separated in the PCoA, consistent with numerous re-

number of individuals investigated: the more individuals
ports showing substantial heterosis between Tuxpeño

that are sampled, the higher is the probability of de-
and ETO germplasm (Wellhausen, 1978).

tecting rare alleles. The low difference of the pools com-
In the subtropical intermediate-maturity populations,

pared with the populations with respect to average gene
individuals of P34 and P42 clustered together, consistent

diversity (HS), number of alleles, and number of unique
with the pedigree information. P42 and P34 both contain

alleles (Table 2) was surprising because (i) the pools
ETO germplasm. The latter includes also Cuban flints

have been assessed with a larger effective population
and Tuxpeño germplasm. The wide distribution of Pl31

size than were the populations and (ii) new material has
over the first and second PCs can be explained by the

been regularly introgressed into the pools. Our results
broad range of germplasm used in its formation

indicate that a loss of rare alleles in the populations
(Table 1). Individuals of Pl31 overlapped with individu-

caused by drift seems to be uncommon and suggests
als of P47 and Pl34, which is again consistent with pedi-

that maintaining back-up pools is not necessary.
gree information. P47 was formed using 276 half-sibs of
Pl32, which itself was established with germplasm from

Genetic Structure of the Populations the same sources as Pl31. Individuals of P45 are adjacent
to individuals of P33 and have an intersection with them.PCoA based on MRD of the populations (Fig. 2)
P45 contains mainly Tuxpeño and U.S. dents but alsoclearly supported the ME structure. PC1, which ex-
Cuban flint, the latter being related to Cateto flint fromplained 23.6% of the total variance, revealed a major
P33 (Goodman and Brown, 1988).split between the (i) tropical, (ii) subtropical intermedi-

In the subtropical early-maturity populations, twoate-maturity, and (iii) subtropical early-maturity and
clearly separated clusters were observed: individuals oftemperate ME. The position of the four temperate pools
Pl27 and P46 vs. Pl30 and P48. Individuals of Pl28 werebetween the two groups of the subtropical early-matu-
positioned midway between these two groups, whichrity populations (P46, Pl27 vs. P48, Pl30) can be ex-

plained by the germplasm base of these populations was again in accordance with pedigree information. Pl27
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Bishop and C.J. Rawling (ed.) Nucleid acid and protein sequenceand P46 were both established using flint germplasm
analysis—A practical approach. IRL Press, Oxford, UK.from different countries. P48 was generated from 54

Excoffier, L., and M. Slatkin. 1995. Maximum-likelihood estimation
half-sib families of Pl30, which was established from of molecular haplotype frequencies in a diploid population. Mol.
dent germplasm from Europe, China, Lebanon, South Biol. Evol. 12:921–927.

Falconer, D.S., and T.F.C. Mackay. 1996. Introduction to quantitativeAmerica and the U.S. Corn Belt. In contrast, Pl28 was
genetics. 4th ed. Longman Group Ltd., London.developed by mixing flint and dent germplasm from

Frisch, M., M. Bohn, and A.E. Melchinger. 2000. Plabsim: SoftwarePl27 and Pl30.
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In the temperate populations, the individuals of the Gauthier, P., B. Gouesnard, L. Dallard, R. Redaelli, C. Rebourg, A.
four pools were widely spread over the first and second Charcosset, and A. Boyat. 2002. RFLP diversity and relationships
PC and only Pl42 was separated from the three other among traditional European maize populations. Theor. Appl.

Genet. 105:91–99.pools. This reflects nicely the selection history and the
Goodman, M.M., and C.W. Stuber. 1983. Races of maize: VI. Isozymeestablishment of the germplasm (Table 1). Pl42 was

variation among races of maize in Bolivia. Maydica 28:169–187.
formed to introduce tropical germplasm into temperate

Goodman, M.M., and W.L. Brown. 1988. Races of Corn. p. 39–74. In
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introgress temperate germplasm for the winter maize 3rd ed. Agron. Monogr. 18. ASA, CSSA, and SSSA, Madison, WI.

Gower, J.C. 1966. Some distance properties of latent root and vectorareas in the subtropics and tropics.
methods used in multivariate analysis. Biometrika 53:325–338.The analysis of the 23 maize populations clearly re-

Guo, S., and E. Thompson. 1992. Performing the exact test of Hardy-
vealed that most of the genetic diversity is within the

Weinberg proportion for multiple alleles. Biometrics 48:361–372.
populations and just a minor part between the popula- Heckenberger, M., A.E. Melchinger, J.S. Ziegle, L.K. Joe, J.D.
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Genetic Distance Based on Simple Sequence Repeats and Heterosis
in Tropical Maize Populations

J. C. Reif, A. E. Melchinger,* X. C. Xia, M. L. Warburton, D. A. Hoisington, S. K. Vasal,
G. Srinivasan, M. Bohn, and M. Frisch

ABSTRACT linkage (Stuber et al., 1992; Crow, 1999). Epistasis, par-
ticularly between linked loci, may also be an explanationHeterotic groups and patterns are of fundamental importance in
for heterosis in maize (Cockerham and Zeng, 1996). Nohybrid breeding of maize (Zea mays L.). The major goal of this study
data exclude the possibility of all three mechanismswas to investigate the relationship between heterosis and genetic

distance determined with simple sequence repeat (SSR) markers. The contributing to heterosis, albeit in different proportions.
objectives of our research were to (i) compare the genetic diversity Lamkey and Edwards (1999) coined the term panmic-
within and between seven tropical maize populations, (ii) test alterna- tic midparent heterosis to describe the deviation in per-
tive hypotheses on the relationship between panmictic midparent formance between a population cross and the mean of its
heterosis (PMPH) and genetic distances determined with SSR mark- two parent populations in Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium.
ers, and (iii) evaluate the use of SSR markers for grouping of germ-

Quantitative genetic theory shows that in the absence
plasm and establishing heterotic patterns in hybrid breeding of tropical

of epistasis and two alleles per locus, PMPH is a func-maize. Published data of a diallel of seven tropical maize populations
tion of the product of the dominance effect and theevaluated for agronomic traits in seven environments were reanalyzed
square of the difference in gene frequencies at the re-to calculate PMPH in population hybrids. In addition, 48 individuals
spective locus (Falconer and Mackay, 1996, p. 255),from each population were sampled and assayed with 85 SSR markers

covering the entire maize genome. A total of 532 alleles in the 7 � 48 which corresponds to the square of the MRD (Mel-
genotypes assayed were detected. The analysis of molecular variance chinger, 1999). In fact, a linear increase in PMPH with
(AMOVA) revealed that 89.8% of the variation was found within increasing genetic distance (Hypothesis 1) was hypothe-
populations and only 10.2% between populations. The correlation sized in a diallel of U.S. maize populations (Moll et
between PMPH and the squared modified Roger’s distance (MRD) al., 1962).
based on SSR markers was significantly positive (P � 0.05) only for

In contrast, experimental data reported by Moll et al.
grain yield (r � 0.63). With SSR analyses, it was possible to assign

(1965) in a study with tropical maize populations ofPopulation 29 (Pop29) to the established Heterotic Group A and
diverse geographic origin suggest that PMPH increasespropose new heterotic groups (Pop25, Pop43). We conclude that SSR
with increasing genetic distance only up to an optimummarkers provide a powerful tool for grouping of germplasm and are
level but thereafter decreases in extremely wide crossesa valuable complementation to field trials for identifying groups with

satisfactory heterotic response. (Hypothesis 2). The authors explained this by fertility
distortion in wide crosses and epistatic interactions of
genes. While Moll et al. (1962, 1965) inferred the genetic
distance from the geographic origin of the populations,Genetic diversity in maize plays a key role for future
to our knowledge no attempts have been made to verifybreeding progress. The development of molecular
or falsify the above hypotheses with more reliable datamarkers provides a tool for assessing the genetic diver-
based on molecular markers.sity at the DNA level in plant species (Melchinger and

The choice of heterotic groups is fundamental in hy-Gumber, 1998). In particular, SSR markers show poten-
brid breeding of maize (Melchinger and Gumber, 1998).tial for large-scale DNA fingerprinting of maize geno-
While heterotic patterns in temperate maize have beentypes due to the high level of polymorphism detected
established more than 50 yr ago, a clearly defined heter-(Smith et al., 1997), their analyses by automated systems
otic pattern does not exist in the tropical maize of the(Sharon et al., 1997), and their high accuracy and repeat-
CIMMYT germplasm. Therefore, before embarking onability (Heckenberger et al., 2002).
a hybrid breeding program, CIMMYT conducted sev-Most evidence in maize suggests that the genetic basis
eral diallel studies for identifying populations showingof heterosis is partial to complete dominance (Hallauer
not only good per se performance but also high heterosiset al., 1988; Stuber et al., 1992). Overdominance has
in their crosses (Beck et al., 1990; Crossa et al., 1990;long been discussed as the basis of heterosis (East, 1936;
Vasal et al., 1992a,b,c). Genetic distances based on mo-Crow, 1948). However, many data supporting overdom-
lecular markers have been suggested as a tool for group-inance presumably resulted from pseudooverdomi-
ing of similar germplasm as a first step in identifyingnance, arising from dominant alleles in repulsion phase
promising heterotic patterns (Melchinger, 1999).

The major goal of this study was to investigate the
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provement Center; GCA, general combining ability; MRD, modifiedReceived 7 June 2002. *Corresponding author (melchinger@uni-
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bin/ssr_bin.pl) based on repeat unit and bin location to providetermined with SSR markers. The objectives of our re-
uniform coverage of the entire maize genome. The SSRs weresearch were to (i) compare the genetic diversity within
multiplexed for maximum efficiency. Fragments were sepa-and between seven tropical maize populations, (ii) test
rated using acrylamide gels run on an ABI 377 automatic DNAalternative hypotheses on the relationship between
sequencer. Fragment sizes were calculated with GeneScan 3.1PMPH and genetic distances determined with SSR
(Perkin Elmer/Applied Biosystems) using the Local Southernmarkers, and (iii) evaluate the use of SSR markers for
sizing method; allele identity was assigned using Genotyper

grouping of germplasm and establishing heterotic pat-
2.1 (Perkin Elmer/Applied Biosystems) and the two inbred

terns for hybrid breeding of tropical maize. lines CML51 and CML292 as control. Data have been stored
in the MaizeDB database (http://nucleus. agron.missouri.edu/
cgi-bin/ssr_bin.pl).MATERIALS AND METHODS

Field Trials
Statistical Analyses

The field experiments were previously described in detail
Analyses of variance (ANOVA) were computed for theby Vasal et al. (1992a). Briefly, their investigation involved

three plant traits. A mixed linear model was used with thesix tropical late white maize populations and one gene pool
assumption that effects of entries were fixed and all otherdeveloped by CIMMYT (Table 1). The seven maize popula-

tions were crossed in a 7 � 7 diallel mating design at Poza effects were considered random. Following Analysis III of
Rica, Mexico, in the 1985 winter season. All possible 21 crosses Gardner and Eberhart (1966), the sums of squares and degrees
were made in both directions using bulked pollen of each of freedom (27 df) for entries were orthogonally partioned
parent population. Seeds from each cross and its reciprocal into the contrast between parents vs. crosses (1 df), the varia-
were bulked to represent a particular cross. Seed increase of tion among populations (6 df), and the variation among crosses
each parent population was done simultaneously by random (20 df) with a further subdivision into general combining abil-
mating to ensure Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium. ity (GCA) and specific combining ability (SCA) effects. A

The parents and their crosses were evaluated in field trials corresponding subdivision was made on the entry � environ-
for grain yield, days to silking, and plant height at seven loca- ment interaction sums of squares. Entry mean squares were
tions (Tlaltizapán, Poza Rica, Silao, Tlacomulco, and Obregón tested by F tests for significance by using the corresponding
in Mexico; Palmira in Colombia; and Nakornsawan in Thai- entry � environment mean squares. Entry � environment
land) during 1985-1986. The experimental design was a ran- mean squares were tested for significance by using the pooled
domized complete block design with three replications at each

error mean square. The PMPH of each cross was calculated
location. The experimental unit consisted of two 5-m rows

as the difference between the F1 mean and the respective
spaced 75 cm and a plant density of �53 333 plants ha�1. All

midparent mean across all environments.rows were hand-harvested and grain yield was calculated from
The gene diversity (D) based on SSR data was calculateddry ear weight at harvest assuming 80% shelling and adjusted

for each population according to Weir (1996, p. 151):to 155 g kg�1 grain moisture.

D � 1 �
1

m
�
m

i�1
�
ai

j�1

p2
ij, [1]Simple Sequence Repeat Analyses

From each of the seven populations, 48 randomly chosen
where pij is the frequency of the jth allele at the ith marker,individuals were analyzed separately. The seeds used for ex-
ai is the number of alleles at the ith marker, and m refers to thetracting DNA were from the same selection cycle as the popu-
number of markers. In addition to D, we used the AMOVA tolations tested in the field trials; however, the populations were
divide the genetic variation into components attributable tomultiplied repeatedly by CIMMYT’s maize genebank since
the variance between and within populations (Michalakis and1985.
Excoffier, 1996).DNA was extracted employing the CTAB procedure

We calculated the MRD between two populations or indi-(Clarke et al., 1989). The 85 SSR markers were chosen from
the MaizeDB database (http://nucleus. agron.missouri.edu/cgi- viduals (Wright, 1978, p. 91; Goodman and Stuber, 1983) as:

Table 1. Description of the seven CIMMYT tropical late maize populations used in this study.

Name; selection cycle;
Population or pool Heterotic Group Germplasm description

Pool24 Tropical Late White Dent; Mainly based on Tuxpeño germplasm but includes also some materials from Central America,
C21; A the Carribean, and Zaire. White dent grain type. Tolerant to ear and stalk rots. Selected for

resistance to fall armyworm.
Pop21 Tuxpeño-1; C5; A Composed of seven Tuxpeño races plus some familes from Pool 24. White dent grain type.

Excellent standability and relatively short plant type. Fairly tolerant to most foliar diseases.
Pop22 Mezcla Tropical Blanc; C6; A Broad genetic base, including Tuxpeño, ETO Blanco, Antigua, and Central American

germplasm. White dent-semident grain type. Improved for downy mildew resistance in
Thailand and the Philippines.

Pop25 Blanco-Cristalino-3; C0; B Derived from tropical late white flint Pool 23. Composed of white flint selections from crosses
among materials from Mexico, Colombia, the Caribbean, Central America, India, Thailand,
and the Philippines. White flint grain type. Improved for husk cover and resistance to ear
and stalk rot as well as root and stalk lodging.

Pop29 Tuxpeño Caribe; C5; unassigned Broad genetic base including Tuxpeño, Cuban flints, and ETO. White dent grain type. Improved
for reduced plant height, stalk and root lodging, and husk cover.

Pop32 ETO Blanco; C5; B Developed in Colombia with germplasm from South America, Cuba, Mexico, and the U.S.
cornbelt. White flint grain type. Improved for shorter plant type at CIMMYT.

Pop43 La Posta; C5; unassigned Tuxpeño synthetic composed of 16 S1 lines. White grain type. Improved for resistance to streak
virus in Nigeria.
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Table 2. Means (above diagonal) and panmictic midparent heterosis (below diagnoal) for grain yield, days to silking, and plant height
of seven CIMMYT tropical late white maize populations and their crosses averaged across data from seven environments during 1985
and 1986.

Populations

Pool24 Pop21 Pop22 Pop25 Pop29 Pop32 Pop43

Grain yield, Mg ha�1

per se 6.36 6.66 7.12 6.31 6.51 5.96 7.05
Pool24 7.22 6.90 6.80 6.78 6.56 6.98
Pop21 0.71 7.34 7.40 6.98 7.15 7.83
Pop22 0.16 0.45 6.92 7.21 7.55 7.55
Pop25 0.47 0.92 0.21 6.78 6.68 7.07
Pop29 0.37 0.40 0.40 0.37 7.34 7.06
Pop32 0.64 0.84 1.01 0.55 1.11 7.40
Pop43 0.10 0.98 0.47 0.39 0.28 0.90 0.49†

Plant height, cm

per se 217.0 217.9 212.9 205.9 204.1 217.1 234.9
Pool24 224.9 217.2 216.6 213.9 218.5 227.1
Pop21 7.5 219.6 216.7 210.8 223.8 226.8
Pop22 2.3 4.2 208.3 212.1 216.3 216.7
Pop25 5.2 4.8 �1.1 215.1 213.0 220.8
Pop29 6.1 �0.2 3.6 10.1 211.2 216.9
Pop32 �0.5 6.3 1.3 1.5 0.6 229.6
Pop43 �9.4 0.4 �7.2 0.4 �2.6 3.6 8.8†

Days to silking, d

per se 68.0 69.8 67.4 66.4 68.3 69.1 70.4
Pool24 69.4 67.3 67.9 68.0 67.8 69.8
Pop21 0.5 68.2 67.7 69.4 68.8 68.9
Pop22 �0.4 �0.4 66.3 66.4 67.1 67.1
Pop25 0.7 �0.4 �0.6 66.5 66.9 67.9
Pop29 �0.3 0.4 �1.5 �0.9 68.0 69.2
Pop32 �0.7 �0.7 �1.2 �0.9 �0.7 68.9
Pop43 �1.3 �1.2 �1.8 �0.5 �0.2 �0.9 1.4†

† LSD0.05 of the means.

icant (P � 0.01) only for grain yield and amounted to
MRD � � 1

2m
�
m

i�1
�
ai

j�1

(pij � qij)
2, [2] 0.56 Mg ha�1. Grain yield differed significantly (P �

0.01) among the seven parent populations as well as
where pij and qij are allele frequencies of the jth allele at the among the 21 crosses and ranged from 5.96 Mg ha�1

ith marker in the two entries under consideration and ai and (Pop32) to 7.12 Mg ha�1 (Pop22) for the parent popula-
m as defined above. Standard errors of MRD estimates were tions and from 6.56 Mg ha�1 (Pop32 � Pool 24) to 7.83
obtained by using a bootstrap procedure with resampling over

Mg ha�1 (Pop21 � Pop43) for the crosses (Table 2).
markers and individuals.

The variation among the crosses was mainly due toAssociations among the populations were revealed with
significant (P � 0.01) GCA effects, whereas SCA effectsprincipal coordinate analysis (PCoA) (Gower, 1966) based on
were not significant for any trait.MRD estimates. Multiple regression analysis was used to study

Maximum PMPH for grain yield was observed in crossthe relationship between PMPH and squared modified Rog-
er’s distance (MRD2). The PCoA was performed with the Pop29 � Pop32 with 1.11 Mg ha�1, although it was not
statistical software R (Ihaka and Gentleman, 1996) and multi- the top yielding cross. Minimum PMPH was observed
ple regression analysis with the statistical software SAS (SAS in cross Pop43 � Pool24 with 0.10 Mg ha�1.
Institute, 1988).

Simple Sequence Marker Data
RESULTS

The 85 SSR primers generated a total of 532 alleles
Agronomic Trials in the 336 genotypes (7 populations � 48 individuals)

analyzed. The number of alleles per marker across allThe combined ANOVA showed highly significant
seven populations was on average 6.3 and ranged from(P � 0.01) differences among the 28 entries (7 popula-
2 to 16 (Table 3). Gene diversity D within the seventions, 21 crosses) for all three traits, but no significant
populations ranged from 0.503 to 0.580 with a meangenotype � environment interactions (Table 2 of Vasal
of 0.539 (Table 3). Values of MRD between pairs ofet al., 1992a). The comparison of parents vs. crosses,

which provides a measure for average PMPH, was signif- populations averaged 0.258 and ranged from 0.203

Table 3. Gene diversity D within populations, average number (ā) and standard deviation �a of alleles per population.

Population

Statistic Pool24 Pop21 Pop22 Pop25 Pop29 Pop32 Pop43 Total

D 0.559 0.548 0.535 0.527 0.580 0.518 0.503 0.593
ā 4.247 4.259 4.226 4.000 4.294 3.541 3.553 6.259
�a 2.029 1.814 1.679 1.766 1.792 1.593 1.687 2.583
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Table 4. Modified Roger’s distances between populations (above
diagonal) and their standard error (below diagonal).

Population

Population Pool24 Pop21 Pop22 Pop25 Pop29 Pop32 Pop43

Pool24 0.219 0.203 0.224 0.216 0.270 0.248
Pop21 0.016 0.222 0.272 0.236 0.305 0.286
Pop22 0.014 0.016 0.250 0.233 0.284 0.268
Pop25 0.021 0.024 0.021 0.259 0.263 0.278
Pop29 0.017 0.015 0.016 0.023 0.285 0.274
Pop32 0.017 0.019 0.020 0.023 0.023 0.318
Pop43 0.019 0.018 0.018 0.026 0.019 0.021

(Pool24 � Pop22) to 0.318 (Pop32 � Pop43) with signifi-
cant (P � 0.01) differences between MRD estimates

Fig. 1. Principal coordinate analysis of the seven tropical maize popu-(Table 4). The AMOVA revealed that 89.8% of the
lations based on modified Roger’s distance. PC1, PC2, and PC3

molecular genetic variance was found within popula- are the first, second, and third principal coordinate, respectively.
tions and 10.2% between populations (Table 5). Heterotic Group A (Pop21, Pop22, and Pool24), Heterotic Group

B (Pop25, Pop32), and populations not yet assigned to heteroticIn the PCoA based on MRD estimates for the popula-
groups (Pop29, Pop43) are shown.tions, the first three principal coordinates (PC) ex-

plained 27.3, 22.1, and 15.8% of the total variation,
this goal, germplasm originally developed by intermat-respectively (Fig. 1). Pop21, Pop22, Pop29, and Pool24
ing genetically diverse races were grouped according towere clearly separated from Pop32 and Pop25 with re-
ecology, grain color, and maturity. The groups werespect to the first principal coordinate (PC1). Pop43 and
tested in diallel designs, each involving six to 10 popula-Pop25 were separated from the other populations with
tions or pools. On the basis of their performance data,respect to PC2 and PC3. Principal coordinate analysis
the populations were categorized (Vasal et al., 1999).based on individual plants also resulted in a clear separa-
Pop21, Pop22, and Pool24 were assigned to Heterotiction between a cluster consisting of Pop21, Pop22,
Group A, while Pop25 and Pop32 were allotted to Het-Pop29, and Pool24 and a cluster comprising Pop25,
erotic Group B. Pop29 and Pop43 have not yet beenPop32, and Pop43 (Fig. 2).
assigned to these or other heterotic groups.

Relationship between Panmictic Midparent
Genetic Diversity among and withinHeterosis and Marker Data

the Populations
The MRD2 was plotted against PMPH of grain yield,

In this study, we found on average across the sevenplant height, and days to silking (Fig. 3) and analyzed
populations 6.3 alleles per marker. Lu and Bernardowith multiple regression. The MRD2 was significantly

correlated with PMPH for grain yield (r � 0.63; P �

0.01) and negatively for days to silking (r � �0.44; P �

0.05) and plant height (r � �0.13). Neither the quadratic
nor the cubic regression model gave a significantly bet-
ter fit to the data than the linear regression (data not
shown).

DISCUSSION

CIMMYT’s maize germplasm bank contains about
8000 accessions of tropical maize for use in breeding.
Breeding efforts at CIMMYT in the early 1960s and
1970s were focused on population improvement via re-
current selection and, therefore, emphasized formation
of genetically broad-based populations and pools disre-
garding heterotic patterns and combining ability (Vasal
et al., 1999). Their mixed genetic constitution makes
the task of assigning them to genetically diverse and
complementary heterotic groups difficult. To achieve

Table 5. Analysis of molecular variance of the seven tropical
maize populations analyzed with 85 SSR markers. Fig. 2. Principal coordinate analysis of individuals from seven tropical

maize populations based on modified Roger’s distance. PC1 andVariance
PC2 are the first and second principal coordinate, respectively.Source of variation df SS components % variation
Heterotic Group A (Pop21, Pop22, and Pool24, open squares),

Among populations 6 1 443.8 2.3 10.2 Heterotic Group B (Pop25, filled triangles; Pop32, open triangles),
Within populations 665 13 430.6 20.2 89.8 and populations not yet assigned to heterotic groups (Pop29, open
Total 671 14 874.4 22.5 100.0

diamonds; Pop43, filled diamonds) are shown.
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(2001) detected for 40 U.S. inbred lines an average of for 33% of the genetic variation among crosses for this
trait (Vasal et al., 1992a). In accordance with quantita-4.9 alleles using 83 SSR markers. Senior et al. (1998)

reported an average of five alleles in their study with tive genetic theory (Melchinger, 1999) the correlation
of MRD2 was lower with hybrid performance (r � 0.41;94 elite maize inbreds, representative of the diversity

in the U.S. maize germplasm, and 70 SSR markers. P � 0.05) than with PMPH for grain yield (r � 0.63;
P � 0.01). On the basis of a literature survey with singleHence, the total number of alleles per marker was higher

in our study than previously reported in the literature. crosses produced from inbreds, Melchinger (1999)
pointed out that only intragroup crosses show a correla-This and the high average number of alleles per popula-

tion (Table 3) in our study suggests a broad genetic base tion between parental genetic distance and midparent
heterosis, but not intergroup crosses. However, a closerof the seven populations.

Pop29 had the highest gene diversity D followed by examination of the graph between MRD2 and PMPH
(Fig. 3) did not provide any clue in this direction.Pool24 and Pop21 (Table 3). This is consistent with

pedigree information (Table 1) because the populations While Hypothesis 1 postulates a linear relation be-
tween MRD2 and PMPH, under Hypothesis 2 a qua-have been established using a wide range of germplasm.

The lowest D value observed for Pop43 is also in accor- dratic or cubic regression is expected to fit the data
better than linear regression. However, in our studydance with its pedigree, because it was generated from

16 S1 lines including only Tuxpeño germplasm. Ranking neither a quadratic nor a cubic regression model gave
a significantly better fit to the data than linear regres-of the populations based on D was almost identical with

their ranking based on the average number of alleles sion. This is in accordance with the graphs shown in
Fig. 3. Consequently, our results confirm Hypothesis 1per marker (rank correlation rs � 0.93; P � 0.01). Alto-

gether, the high percentage (89.8%) of the molecular for the tropical maize germplasm investigated here.
A decrease in PMPH of genetically very distant popu-variance revealed by the AMOVA (Table 5) within

populations is in harmony with the broad genetic base lations is generally attributed to the lack of coadaption
between both allelic and nonallelic combinations ofof the materials used for their synthesis (Table 1). Since

related germplasm such as various sources from Tux- genes from the two parental haploid genomes, resulting
in reduced or negative dominance and negative epistaticpeño or ETO entered different populations, it was also

not surprising to find only a minor variance between effects, respectively (Falconer and Mackay, 1996, p.
255). A major reason for the absence of an optimum inpopulations (Table 5). A more detailed analysis of the

population subdivision with test statistics of the AMOVA the relationship between genetic distance and PMPH
in our study could be that all populations (Table 1) werewas not possible, because this would require knowledge

of the gametic phase for linked loci (Michalakis and more or less well adapted to the test environments. In
addition, we did not include extremely wide crosses, asExcoffier, 1996), which cannot be determined from SSR

analyses of heterozygous individuals. was the case in the experiment of Moll et al. (1965).
For hybrid breeding, Melchinger and Gumber (1998)

recommended the following criteria for the choice ofCorrelation between MRD2 and Panmictic
heterotic patterns: (i) high mean performance and largeMidparent Heterosis
genetic variance in the hybrid population; (ii) high per

We investigated the correlation between PMPH and se performance and good adaption of the parent popula-
MRD2 because quantitative genetic theory suggests a tions to the target region(s); (iii) low inbreeding depres-
linear relationship between both measures under certain sion, if hybrids are produced from inbreds. Under Hy-
assumptions (Falconer and Mackay, 1996, p. 255). This pothesis 1 (PMPH increases with increasing genetic
is in harmony with related studies on midparent hetero- distance), genetic distance could be used as a further
sis in crosses of inbred lines (see Melchinger et al., 1991; criterion for the identification of heterotic patterns.
Boppenmaier et al., 1993), where the commonly em- Considering all four criteria, the following promising
ployed Roger’s distance (1972) is equal to MRD2

heterotic patterns can be suggested: (i) Heterotic Group
(Melchinger, 1993). A low correlation between PMPH A with Heterotic Group B; (ii) Pop43 with Heterotic
and MRD2 can be attributable to several causes: (i) a Group A or B; (iii) Pop29 with Heterotic Group B
poor association between heterozygosity estimated or Pop43.
from marker data and heterozygosity at quantitative
trait loci affecting the trait examined, (ii) a poor associa-

Grouping of Germplasm
tion between heterozygosity and heterosis at quantita-
tive trait loci in the crosses examined (Charcosset et al., We chose the MRD as genetic distance measure be-

cause of its mathematical and genetic properties. In1991), (iii) existence of multiple alleles (Cress, 1966),
and (iv) epistasis (Moll et al., 1965). particular, it is an Euclidean distance, which is an often-

overlooked prerequisite for most multivariate analysisThe low correlations between MRD2 and PMPH for
plant height and days to silking were mostly due to methods (Jacquard, 1974, p. 465). Furthermore, in the

absence of epistasis and two alleles per locus, PMPH issmall PMPH estimates for these traits (Table 2). By
comparison, the corresponding correlation for grain a linear function of the product of the dominance effect

and the square of the MRD (Melchinger, 1999).yield was surprisingly high (r � 0.63; P � 0.01). This is
consistent with the relative large contribution of SCA Principal coordinate analysis based on MRD revealed

very clearly a major split between the populations fromeffects to the total sums of squares, which accounted
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Fig. 3. Relationship between squared Roger’s distance (MRD2) and panmictic midparent heterosis (PMPH) for grain yield, plant height, and
days to silking. Intrapool crosses within Heterotic Group A (filled squares) and Group B (filled triangles), interpool crosses between A and
B (*), and miscellaneous (open diamonds) are shown. 1 � Pool24, 2 � Pop21, 3 � Pop22, 4 � Pop25, 5 � Pop29, 6 � Pop32, 7 � Pop43;
r is the correlation coefficient and b the slope coefficient.

Heterotic Group A and Pop32 (Fig. 1). Pop25 is sepa- otic Group A (MRD � 0.26) than to Heterotic Group
B (MRD � 0.29), but the distance from Pop43 to Heter-rated from the other populations by PC3 and had an

average MRD at the population level to Heterotic otic Group A was higher than the average distance
between Heterotic Groups A and B. This together withGroup A of 0.24 and to Pop32 of 0.26. The assignment

of Pop25 to Heterotic Group B together with Pop32 the diallel analysis suggests classification of Pop43 as a
separate Heterotic Group D. According to the PCoAsoriginally based on testcross data was not supported by

our molecular data. This could be interpreted as an (Fig. 1, 2), Pop29 could be assigned to Heterotic Group
A, because it had a smaller average MRD to Heteroticindicator that Pop25 should have been established as

a separate Heterotic Group C. The values of PMPH Group A (0.22) than to B (0.26). The diallel analysis
supports this suggestion.(Table 2) support this hypothesis in that Pop25 had a

low average PMPH with Heterotic Group A. In addi- In conclusion, classification of the seven populations
based on SSR data mostly confirmed the results from thetion, PCoA accurately portrayed the relationship of

Pop43 to Heterotic Group A and B. It is closer to Heter- diallel data except the assignment of Pop25 to Heterotic
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Abstract Heterotic groups and patterns are of funda-
mental importance in hybrid breeding. The objectives of
our research were to: (1) investigate the relationship of
simple sequence repeats (SSR) based genetic distances
between populations and panmictic midparent heterosis
(PMPH) in a broad range of CIMMYT maize germplasm,
(2) evaluate the usefulness of SSR markers for defining
heterotic groups and patterns in subtropical germplasm,
and (3) examine applications of SSR markers for
broadening heterotic groups by systematic introgression
of other germplasm. Published data of two diallels and
one factorial evaluated for grain yield were re-analyzed to
calculate the PMPH in population hybrids. Additionally,
20 pools and populations widely used in CIMMYT’s
breeding program were assayed with 83 SSR markers
covering the entire maize genome. Correlations of
squared modified Roger’s distance (MRD2) and PMPH
were mostly positive and significant, but adaption prob-
lems caused deviations in some cases. For intermediate-
and early-maturity subtropical germplasm, two heterotic
groups could be suggested consisting of a flint and dent
composite. We concluded that the relationships between
the populations obtained by SSR analyses are in excellent
agreement with pedigree information. SSR markers are a

valuable complementation to field trials for identifying
heterotic groups and can be used to introgress exotic
germplasm systematically.

Keywords Heterotic groups · SSRs · Heterosis ·
Mega-environment · Genetic distance

Introduction

Recognition of heterotic patterns among genetically
divergent groups of germplasm is fundamental in hybrid
breeding for maximum exploitation of heterosis (Hallauer
et al. 1988). Lamkey and Edwards (1999) coined the term
panmictic midparent heterosis (PMPH) for the difference
between a hybrid population and the mean of its two
parent populations in Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium. Un-
der the assumptions of two alleles per locus and no
epistasis, PMPH is a function of the dominance effect at
each locus and the square of the difference in allele
frequency between the populations (Falconer and Mackay
1996); the latter corresponds to the square of the modified
Roger’s distance (MRD2).

Using the geographic origin as a crude indicator for the
genetic distance, Moll et al. (1962) in their study with
U.S. maize observed a linear increase in PMPH with
increasing genetic distances. In contrast, experimental
data reported by Moll et al. (1965) in a study with tropical
and U.S. maize populations suggested an increase of
PMPH with increasing genetic distance only up to an
optimum level, but a decrease in extremely wide crosses.
The authors explained this decline by fertility distortion in
wide crosses, adaptation problems and epistatic interac-
tions of genes. The relationship between mid-parent
heterosis of single-cross hybrids and the genetic distance
of their parental inbreds, determined with molecular
markers, were investigated both in theory (Charcosset and
Essioux 1994) and numerous experiments with maize and
other crops (Brummer 1999). Melchinger (1999) pointed
out that only intragroup crosses show a correlation
between parental genetic distance and midparent hetero-
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sis, but for intergroup hybrids, heterosis is at best only
loosely correlated with the parental genetic distance.

If heterosis of hybrids increases monotonically with
increasing genetic distance of the parents, genetic
distances based on molecular markers should be a useful
tool for establishing promising heterotic groups and
patterns (Melchinger and Gumber 1998). Introgression
of exotic germplasm is often suggested for increasing the
genetic differences between opposite heterotic popula-
tions with an expected increase in heterotic response
(Beck et al. 1991; Vasal et al. 1992a, b; Ron Parra and
Hallauer 1997).

Over the past 35 years, breeders at the International
Maize and Wheat Improvement Center (CIMMYT) have
developed numerous germplasm pools, populations, and
open-pollinated varieties (OPV) based on mixtures of
germplasm originating from various backgrounds (CIM-
MYT 1998). A series of combining ability studies was
conducted to determine heterotic relationships among
CIMMYT populations and pools. Several of the popula-
tions demonstrated good general combining ability, and
various promising heterotic patterns were identified
(Crossa et al. 1990; Beck et al. 1991; Vasal et al.
1992a, b). However, no conclusions were drawn about
clearly defined heterotic groups. With the establishment
of a hybrid breeding program, the question of suitable
heterotic groups becomes relevant for subtropical maize
germplasm (Vasal et al. 1999).

The objectives of our research were to: (1) investigate
the relationship of simple sequence repeat (SSR) based
genetic distances between populations and PMPH in a
broad range of CIMMYT maize germplasm, (2) evaluate
the usefulness of SSR markers for defining heterotic
groups and patterns in subtropical germplasm, and (3)
examine applications of SSR markers for broadening
heterotic groups by systematic introgression of other
germplasm.

Materials and methods

For reducing the large collection of germplasm from CIMMYT’s
gene bank, to a size which can be handled efficiently for breeding
purposes, more than 100 populations were established using
germplasm from different sources. Additionally, 30 broad-based
back-up pools were formed to reduce the danger of narrowing down
the genetic basis in tropical and subtropical maize (CIMMYT
1998). We investigated using molecular markers 20 of these pools
and populations (further referred to as populations) (Table 1),
which had previously been included in published field experiments.

Field experiments

Experiment 1 comprised a complete diallel of five subtropical
early-maturity and two temperate populations (Pop46, 48, and
Pool27, 28, 30, 40, 42) described in detail by Vasal et al. (1992a).
Experiment 2 included a complete diallel of seven intermediate-
maturity subtropical populations (Pop33, 34, 42, 45, 47 and Pool31,
34) and two temperate adapted populations (Pool39, 41) published
by Beck et al. (1991). Experiment 3 comprised factorial crosses
(Design-II, Comstock and Robinson 1948) of four intermediate-
maturity subtropical populations (Pop42, Pop45, Pop47, Pool34)

mated with four tropical populations (Pop22, Pop25, Pop32, Pop43)
described in detail by Vasal et al. (1992c). In addition to the hybrid
populations, all parent populations were included in each experi-
ment. Experiment 1 was evaluated in five subtropical (four
Mexican, one Turkish) and 17 temperate (16 U.S., one Canadian)
environments. Experiment 2 was tested in five subtropical
environments in Mexico. Experiment 3 was evaluated in six
environments in Mexico and Colombia. The experimental design
for the three experiments was a randomized complete block design
with three replications in each environment. All crosses in both
reciprocal forms were produced at Poza Rica, Mexico, in the 1985
winter season using bulked pollen of each parent population. Seeds
from each cross and its reciprocal were bulked to represent a
particular cross. Seed increase of each parent population was done
simultaneously by random mating to ascertain Hardy-Weinberg
equilibrium.

The parents and their crosses were evaluated for grain yield. In
the subtropical environments, the experimental unit consisted of
two 5-m rows spaced 75 cm, and a plant density of approximately
53,333 plants ha–1. In temperate environments, plot size and plant
density varied; at most sites, the experimental unit was two rows
either 3.05 or 6.10 m in length, spaced either 0.76 or 0.91 m apart.
Final stands ranged from 53,333 to 87,700 plants ha–1. For the
subtropical environments all rows were hand-harvested and grain
yield (mg ha–1) was calculated at 80% of the ear weight adjusted to
155 g kg–1 of moisture. For all temperate environments, plots were
machine harvested and shelled grain weight was adjusted to
155 g kg–1 of moisture.

SSR analyses

Twenty one randomly chosen individuals from each of the 16
subtropical and temperate populations, and 48 individuals from the
four tropical populations, were analyzed separately. DNA was
extracted from plants grown from seed increases of the original
populations tested in the field trials.

DNA was extracted employing a modified CTAB procedure
(Saghai-Maroof et al. 1984). The 83 SSR markers used in the study
were chosen from the MaizeDB database (http://nucleus.agron.mis-
souri.edu/cgi-bin/ssr_bin.pl) based on the repeat unit and bin
location to provide uniform coverage of the entire maize genome.
Primers and PCR conditions were described in detail by Warburton
et al. (2002). Briefly, SSRs were multiplexed for maximum
efficiency. Fragments were separated using acrylamide gels run on
an ABI 377 automatic DNA sequencer. Fragment sizes were
calculated with GeneScan 3.1 (Perkin Elmer/Applied Biosystems)
using the Local Southern sizing method (Elder and Southern 1987);
allele identity was assigned using Genotyper 2.1 (Perkin Elmer/
Applied Biosystems) and the two inbred lines CML51 and
CML292 as a control. Data have been stored in the MaizeDB
database (http://nucleus.agron.missouri.edu/cgi-bin/ssr_bin.pl).

Statistical analyses

The three experiments were analyzed separately. Analyses of
variance (ANOVA) for grain yield were computed for each mega-
environment (ME) separately (Experiment 1: subtropical and
temperate MEs; Experiment 2: subtropical ME; and Experiment
3: tropical, subtropical, and transition/mid-altitude MEs). Analyses
III of Gardner and Eberhart (1966) were carried out for Experiment
1 and 2 and a Design II analysis (Comstock and Robinson 1948) for
Experiment 3.

Entry mean squares were tested for significance by F-tests by
using the corresponding entry � environment mean squares. Entry �
environment mean squares were tested for significance by using the
pooled error mean square. PMPH of each cross was calculated as
the difference between the F1 mean and the respective midparent
mean for each ME.
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We calculated the modified Roger’s distance (MRD) between
two populations (Wright 1978, pp 91; Goodman and Stuber 1983)
as:

MRD ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1

2m

Xm

i¼1

Xai

j¼1

ðpij � qijÞ2
vuut : ð1Þ

Here, pij and qij are the allele frequencies of the jth allele at the
ith marker in the two populations under consideration, ai is the
number of alleles at the ith marker, and m refers to the number of
markers. Standard errors of MRD estimates were obtained by using
a bootstrap procedure with re-sampling over markers and individ-
uals within populations. Following Melchinger et al. (1990), the
squared modified Roger’s distance (MRD2) was partitioned into
general (GMRD2) and specific squared modified Roger’s distances

(SMRD2) analogous to the subdivision of agronomic data into GCA
and SCA effects. Pearson correlation coefficients (r) were calcu-
lated for MRD2 and SMRD2 with F1 performance, PMPH and SCA
effects. Significance tests of r were performed by using tabulated
values based on Fisher (1921) z transformation. The polymorphic-
index content (PIC) for each SSR marker was determined as
described by Smith et al. (1997).

A principal coordinate analysis (PCoA, Gower 1966) was
calculated separately for each experiment based on the matrix of
MRD values. Heterotic groups were defined by using the k-means
clustering algorithm (Hartigan and Wong 1979), which assigns
populations to k clusters such that the within-cluster sum of squares
is minimized. The predefined number k of clusters was choosen
based on: (1) pedigree information, (2) information from breeders,
and (3) the results from PCoA. All analyses were carried out with the

Table 1 Description of the 20 CIMMYT maize populations used in this study

Population/Pool Cycle Experiment Germplasm description

Tropical

Pop22 6 3 Includes Tuxpe�o and ETO Blanco germplasm, and germplasm from Central America
Pop25 0 3 Is composed of white flint selections from crosses among germplasm from Mexico,

Columbia, the Caribbean, Central America, India, Thailand and the Philippines
Pop32 5 3 Is based on white flint germplasm from South America, Cuba, Mexico and the

U.S.Cornbelt

Pop43 5 3 Is a Tuxpe�o synthetic composed of 16 S1 lines
Subtropical intermediate-maturity

Pop33 2 2 Contains mainly Argentinian (Cateto) flints

Pop34 5 2 Includes Cuban flints, ETO, Tuxpe�o, and germplasm from the U.S. Cornbelt, India and
Nepal

Pop42 4 2 and 3 Is an advanced generation of ETO selected for short-plant type and crossed with Illinois
Cornbelt components

Pop45 3 2 and 3 Includes U.S. Cornbelt germplasm, Tuxpe�o, Cuban flints, Puerto Rico composite, and
collections from the Dominican Republic

Pop47 2 2 and 3 Consists largely of Tuxpe�o germplasm plus some U.S. Cornbelt lines

Pool31 14 2 Is a broadbased pool including white flint segregates from Ecuador, Argentina, India,
Mexico, Pool32, and Pool33, but contains also germplasm from Mexico, U.S. Cornbelt,
Brazil, Uruguay, Argentina, China, Pakistan, Yugoslavia, Lebanon, Guatemala,
Venezuela, Peru, Cuba, and the Dominican Republic

Pool34 20 2 and 3 Includes germplasm from the Mexican lowlands and highlands, the U.S. Cornbelt,
southern USA, Puerto Rico, Pakistan, Hungary, China, Peru, Pakistan, Lebanon,
Nicaragua and Guatemala

Subtropical early-maturity

Pop46 1 1 Represents a superior flint fraction (240 half-sib families) of Pool 29, which is based on
germplasm from Europe, Lebanon, U.S. Cornbelt, China, Indonesia and South America.

Pop48 5 1 Is composed of dents from U.S. Cornbelt germplasm, southern European germplasm and
54 half-sib families from Pool 30

Pool27 20 1 Includes flint germplasm from the USA, China, Lebanon, Pakistan and several European
countries

Pool28 14 1 Is based on crosses between white dent segregates from Pool27 and Hungarian germplasm
from Pool 30, and various other germplasms

Pool30 15 1 Made up of dent germplasm from Europe, China, Lebanon, Mexico, South America and
the U.S. Cornbelt

Temperate

Pool39 12 2 Contains germplasm from the tropical lowlands and highlands, subtropical and temperate
areas

Pool40 12 1 Is based on germplasm from Europe

Pool41 12 2 Includes predominantly U.S. Cornbelt germplasm plus germplasm from China, Korea and
Lebanon

Pool42 12 1 Is based on germplasm from Mexico, Peru, Bolivia,Pakistan, Hungary, the USA and
Yemen
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Plabsim software (Frisch et al. 2000), which is implemented as an
extension to the statistical software R (Ihaka and Gentleman 1996).

An analysis of molecular variance (AMOVA) (Michalakis and
Excoffier 1996) was performed to divide the molecular genetic
variance into components attributable to the variance between and
within populations using the software package Arlequin (Schneider
et al. 2000).

Results

For all three experiments highly significant (P < 0.01)
differences among the entries, parents, crosses, and
parents vs crosses were observed in all MEs (Beck et
al. 1991; Vasal et al. 1992a, c). GCA effects were highly
significant (P < 0.01) in all cases except the transition/
mid-altitude MEs in Experiment 3. SCA effects were
significant (P < 0.05) in Experiment 1 for the temperate
ME and highly significant (P < 0.01) in Experiment 3 for
the subtropical ME.

Experiment 1

Average grain yield in the subtropical ME ranged for the
parent populations from 3.26 Mg ha–1 (Pool42) to
4.99 Mg ha–1 (Pool28) and for the crosses from
3.80 Mg ha–1 (Pool40 � Pool42) to 5.42 Mg ha–1

(Pop48 � Pool27) (Table 2). PMPH for grain yield was
maximum in Pop46 � Pool30 (0.72 Mg ha–1) and
minimum in Pool28 � Pool40 (–0.18 Mg ha–1). In the
temperate ME, average grain yields for parents and their

crosses were 4.13 Mg ha–1 and 4.43 Mg ha–1, respectively.
Pool30 (4.95 Mg ha–1) and Pop48 (4.93 Mg ha–1) had the
highest grain yields among the parents. Average grain
yields for the crosses ranged from 3.66 Mg ha–1 (Pool40 �
Pool42) to 5.03 Mg ha–1 (Pop48 � Pool28). PMPH ranged
from 0.02 Mg ha–1 (Pop48 � Pool30) to 0.67 Mg ha–1

(Pop46 � Pop48) and averaged 0.29 Mg ha–1.

Experiment 2

Average grain yield in the subtropical ME ranged from
4.61 Mg ha–1 (Pool41) to 7.21 Mg ha–1 (Pop42) for the
parents and from 4.91 Mg ha–1 (Pool39 � Pool41) to 7.87
Mg ha–1 (Pop42 � Pop47) for the crosses (Table 3).
PMPH averaged 0.38 Mg ha–1 with a maximum of 0.92
Mg ha–1 (Pop33 � Pop45) and a minimum of –
0.09 Mg ha–1 (Pop45 � Pool39).

Experiment 3

Average grain yield for the crosses ranged from
5.62 Mg ha–1 (Pop32 � Pool34) to 7.43 Mg ha–1 (Pop43
� Pop42) for tropical ME, from 6.11 Mg ha–1 (Pop25 �
Pool34) to 8.03 Mg ha–1 (Pop22 � Pop42, Pop43 �
Pop42) for subtropical ME, and from 6.23 Mg ha–1

(Pop32 � Pool34) to 7.97 Mg ha–1 (Pop22 � Pop47) for
the transition/mid-altitude ME (Table 4). PMPH averaged
0.59, 0.78 and 0.53 Mg ha–1 for the tropical, subtropical
and transition/mid-altitude MEs, respectively.

Table 2 Means (above diago-
nal) and panmictic midparent
heterosis (PMPH, below diago-
nal) for grain yield in different
mega-environments (ME) and
modified Roger’s distance
(MRD) between populations
(above diagonal) and their
standard error (SE, below diag-
onal) of seven CIMMYT’s
maize populations and their
crosses evaluated in Experiment 1

Pop. Pop46 Pop48 Pool27 Pool28 Pool30 Pool40 Pool42

Subtropical ME Mg ha–1

per se 4.50 4.69 4.88 4.99 4.41 3.73 3.26
Pop46 4.89 4.82 4.95 5.17 4.33 4.32
Pop48 0.29 5.42 5.26 4.93 4.45 4.40
Pool27 0.13 0.64 4.92 5.18 4.25 4.37
Pool28 0.21 0.42 –0.02 5.15 4.18 4.39
Pool30 0.72 0.38 0.54 0.45 4.46 4.38
Pool40 0.22 0.24 –0.05 –0.18 0.39 3.80
Pool42 0.44 0.43 0.30 0.27 0.55 0.31 0.42a

Temperate ME Mg ha–1

per se 3.70 4.93 3.80 4.30 4.95 3.80 3.45
Pop46 4.98 4.06 4.28 4.88 3.88 3.90
Pop48 0.67 4.82 5.03 4.96 4.56 4.38
Pool27 0.31 0.46 4.45 4.70 4.23 4.10
Pool28 0.28 0.42 0.40 4.71 4.27 4.17
Pool30 0.56 0.02 0.33 0.09 4.70 4.24
Pool40 0.13 0.19 0.43 0.22 0.33 3.66
Pool42 0.33 0.19 0.48 0.30 0.04 0.04 0.34a

MRD (above diagonal) and SE (below diagonal)

Pop46 0.294 0.234 0.226 0.248 0.247 0.239
Pop48 0.022 0.301 0.257 0.224 0.247 0.256
Pool27 0.024 0.024 0.220 0.269 0.253 0.239
Pool28 0.021 0.023 0.024 0.217 0.214 0.220
Pool30 0.021 0.022 0.022 0.022 0.213 0.232
Pool40 0.021 0.020 0.023 0.021 0.020 0.222
Pool42 0.021 0.023 0.021 0.024 0.022 0.022

a LSD (0.05) of the means
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SSR marker data

The 83 SSR primers generated a total of 641 alleles in the
528 genotypes analyzed. The number of alleles per
marker across the 20 populations was on average 7.7 and
ranged from 2 to 17. PIC values for the SSR loci ranged
from 0.10 to 0.85, with an average of 0.60. MRD between

pairs of populations for Experiment 1, 2 and 3 averaged
0.241, 0.260, 0.303, and ranged from 0.213 (Pool30 �
Pool40) to 0.301 (Pop48 � Pool27), 0.212 (Pool39 �
Pool41) to 0.305 (Pop34 � Pool41), and 0.274 (Pop22 �
Pool34) to 0.326 (Pop43 � Pop42), respectively (Ta-
bles 2, 3 and 4).

Table 4 Means and panmictic
midparent heterosis (PMPH) for
grain yield in different mega-
environments (ME) and modi-
fied Roger’s distances (MRD)
between populations and their
standard error (SE) of tropical �
subtropical crosses and parents
evaluated in Experiment 3

Pop. Pool34 Pop42 Pop45 Pop47 per se Pool34 Pop42 Pop45 Pop47

Grain yield (Mg ha–1) PMPH (Mg ha–1)

Tropical ME

Pop22 6.14 6.65 6.26 6.06 6.65 0.90 0.61 0.45 0.11
Pop25 5.64 6.79 6.28 6.45 6.27 0.59 0.94 0.66 0.69
Pop32 5.62 5.66 6.45 6.06 6.13 0.64 –0.13 0.90 0.37
Pop43 6.34 7.43 6.93 6.35 7.25 0.80 1.09 0.82 0.10
per se 3.84 5.44 4.97 5.25 0.74a

Subtropical ME

Pop22 7.38 8.03 6.99 7.27 7.56 1.18 0.68 0.38 0.07
Pop25 6.11 7.70 6.63 7.31 6.77 0.30 0.75 0.41 0.51
Pop32 6.87 7.09 7.17 7.12 6.00 1.45 0.52 1.34 0.71
Pop43 7.16 8.03 7.43 7.27 6.73 1.37 1.10 1.23 0.49
per se 4.85 7.14 5.67 6.83 0.66a

Transition/mid-altitude ME
Pop22 6.50 6.45 6.65 7.97 6.83 0.42 –0.41 0.69 1.34
Pop25 6.38 6.51 6.64 7.01 6.46 0.49 –0.17 0.86 0.57
Pop32 6.23 7.21 6.83 7.06 6.73 0.20 0.40 0.92 0.48
Pop43 6.68 7.64 6.55 7.06 6.71 0.66 0.84 0.65 0.49
per se 5.33 6.89 5.10 6.43 0.92a

MRD/SE

MRD SE

Pop22 0.274 0.308 0.299 0.298 0.022 0.021 0.021 0.021
Pop25 0.290 0.300 0.294 0.284 0.024 0.023 0.024 0.023
Pop32 0.295 0.278 0.321 0.307 0.024 0.022 0.022 0.019
Pop43 0.324 0.326 0.327 0.316 0.025 0.021 0.024 0.023

a LSD (0.05) of the means

Table 3 Means (above diago-
nal) and panmictic midparent
heterosis (PMPH, below diago-
nal) for grain yield in the tem-
perate mega-environment and
modified Roger’s distance
(MRD) between populations
(above diagonal) and their
standard error (SE, below diag-
onal) of nine CIMMYT’s maize
populations and their crosses
evaluated in Experiment 2

Pop. Pop33 Pop34 Pop42 Pop45 Pop47 Pool31 Pool34 Pool39 Pool41

Mg ha–1

per se 5.77 6.60 7.21 6.36 7.01 6.11 6.19 5.16 4.61
Pop33 6.77 6.89 6.98 6.96 6.12 6.17 5.64 5.64
Pop34 0.59 7.40 7.13 7.16 6.64 7.13 6.34 6.08
Pop42 0.40 0.50 7.47 7.87 7.03 7.13 6.38 6.57
Pop45 0.92 0.65 0.69 7.03 6.32 6.62 5.67 5.42
Pop47 0.57 0.36 0.76 0.35 7.06 6.87 6.31 6.47
Pool31 0.18 0.28 0.37 0.09 0.50 6.37 5.94 5.86
Pool34 0.19 0.74 0.43 0.35 0.27 0.22 5.79 5.62
Pool39 0.18 0.46 0.19 –0.09 0.23 0.31 0.11 4.91
Pool41 0.45 0.48 0.66 –0.07 0.66 0.50 0.22 0.03 0.67a

MRD (above diagonal) and SE (below diagonal)

Pop33 0.244 0.264 0.237 0.257 0.251 0.242 0.228 0.256
Pop34 0.024 0.236 0.292 0.268 0.272 0.281 0.277 0.305
Pop42 0.021 0.021 0.284 0.281 0.278 0.270 0.272 0.278
Pop45 0.021 0.023 0.022 0.273 0.245 0.223 0.229 0.230
Pop47 0.022 0.023 0.021 0.021 0.261 0.261 0.276 0.289
Pool31 0.026 0.027 0.025 0.027 0.027 0.269 0.264 0.278
Pool34 0.024 0.024 0.021 0.021 0.022 0.026 0.230 0.260
Pool39 0.021 0.021 0.020 0.019 0.021 0.024 0.022 0.212
Pool41 0.023 0.021 0.020 0.020 0.021 0.024 0.023 0.020

a LSD (0.05) of the means
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PCoA was peformed separately for each experiment
(Fig. 1). In Experiment 1, principle coordinate (PC) 1
clearly separated: (1) Pool27 and Pop46, from (2) Pool30
and Pop48, whereas Pool28, Pool40 and Pool42 were
positioned in between these two groups. In Experiment 2,
PC1 separated: (1) Pop34 and Pop42, from (2) Pop33,
Pop45, Pool34, Pool39 and Pool41. PC2 separated these
two groups from Pop47 and Pool31. The populations
investigated in Experiment 3 formed two clearly separat-
ed clusters: (1) Pop22, Pop25, Pop32 and Pop43, and (2)
Pop42, Pop45, Pop47 and Pool34.

For all three experiments the AMOVA revealed only a
small proportion (�11.6%) of the molecular variance
among populations and the major proportion within
populations (Table 5).

Correlations of MRD2 and SMRD2 with F1 perfor-
mance, SCA effects and PMPH estimated from the field
data, were positive except for Experiment 3 in the
transition/midaltitude ME (Table 6). SCA effects were
more closely correlated with SMRD2 than MRD2. In
contrast, PMPH was more closely related with MRD2

than SMRD2 and highly significant (P < 0.01) in two
instances (Fig. 2).

Discussion

For hybrid breeding, Melchinger and Gumber (1998)
recommended the following criteria for the choice of
heterotic patterns: (1) high mean performance and large
genetic variance in the hybrid population; (2) high per se
performance and good adaption of the parent population
to the target region(s); and (3) low inbreeding depression,
if hybrids are produced from inbred lines. The main focus
of this study was to investigate the use of SSR markers for
the grouping of germplasm and the identification of
promising heterotic patterns before evaluating the germ-
plasm in intensive field trials.

Descriptive statistics

In this study, we found on average across the 20
populations a higher number of alleles per marker (7.7)
than reported by Lu and Bernardo (2001) investigating 40
U.S. inbred lines with 83 SSR markers (4.9), and Senior et
al. (1998) evaluating 94 elite U.S. maize inbreds with 70
SSR markers (5.0). This can be explained by the broad
germplasm base captured in the 20 populations and the
diverse origin of their ancestors (Table 1). In contrast to

Table 5 Analysis of molecular
variance (AMOVA) of the
populations from the three ex-
periments based on 83 SSR
markers

Source of variation df Sum of Squares Variance components Percentage of variation

Experiment 1

Among populations 6 399.8 1.2 6.3
Within populations 285 5,000.5 17.5 93.7

Total 291 5,400.3 18.7 100.0

Experiment 2

Among populations 8 581.8 1.3 7.0
Within populations 369 6,474.4 17.5 93.0

Total 377 7,056.2 18.8 100.0

Experiment 3

Among populations 7 1,302.2 10.4 11.6
Within populations 544 10,274.5 22.3 88.4
Total 551 11,576.7 32.8 100.0

Table 6 Correlations of
squared modified Roger’s dis-
tance (MRD2) and specific
squared modified Roger’s dis-
tance (SMRD2) based on 83
SSR markers obtained for the
parent populations in maize
with various parameters (Y)
from the analyses of generation
means of the grain yield data for
different mega-environments of
three experiments

Parameter Y Experiment

1 STa 1 TRa 2 STa 3 TRa 3 STa 3 TMa

r(MRD2, Y)
F1 performance 0.43* 0.40 0.47** 0.64** 0.37 0.14
SCA effectsb 0.34 0.28 0.35* 0.29 0.18 –0.07
PMPHc 0.37 0.56** 0.53** 0.33 0.43 0.18

r(SMRD2, Y)

F1 performance 0.16 0.16 0.12 0.28 0.17 –0.08
SCA effectsb 0.55** 0.47* 0.45** 0.51 0.31 –0.12
PMPHc 0.32 0.36 0.34* 0.40 0.19 –0.09

*, ** Significant at the 0.05 and 0.01 levels of probability, respectively
a TR, ST and TM refers to tropical, subtropical, and transition mid-altitude mega-environments,
respectively
b Specific combining ability
c PMPH is the panmictic midparent heterosis
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the high number of alleles per marker in our study, the
average PIC value (0.60) was similar to those reported by
Smith et al. (1997) (0.62) and Senior et al. (1998) (0.59).
This can be explained by a high number of rare alleles in
our study. The high within population variance revealed
in the AMOVA (Table 5) can be explained by the high
number of populations with a mixed origin (Table 1).

Correlation between MRD2, SMRD2 and PMPH, SCA
and F1 performance

We investigated the correlation between PMPH and
MRD2, because quantitative genetic theory suggests a
linear relationship between both measures under simpli-
fying assumptions (Falconer and Mackay 1996, pp 255).
This is in harmony with related studies on mid-parent
heterosis in crosses of inbred lines (see e.g., Melchinger et
al. 1991; Boppenmaier et al. 1993), where the commonly
employed Roger’s distance is equal to MRD2 (Melchinger
1993). A high correlation between PMPH and MRD2 can
be expected if: (1) a high association exists between
heterozygosity at the marker loci and heterozygosity at
quantitative trait loci (QTL), (2) heterozygosity at QTL is
closely related to heterosis (Charcosset et al. 1991), (3)
epistasis is absent, and (4) the populations are adapted to
target environments (Moll et al. 1965).

In agreement with this expectation we found in
Experiment 1 for the temperate ME a highly significant
(r = 0.56**) correlation between PMPH and MRD2

(Fig. 2). The relatively low correlation (r = 0.37) between
both measures in the subtropical MEs can be explained by
the non-significant SCA effects, adaption problems of
crosses with the two temperate pools, and multiple alleles
(Cress 1966). Nevertheless, for both MEs PMPH in-
creased with increasing MRD2. For Experiment 2, we
observed a highly significant correlation between PMPH
and MRD2 (r = 0.53**). Here, a greater number of
populations was adapted to the ME than in Experiment 1.
The low correlations between both measures observed in
Experiment 3 for all three MEs could be attributable to
adaption problems of the parent and hybrid populations.
The correlation of MRD2 and PMPH in most experiments
and MEs were higher than the correlation of MRD2 and F1
performance (Table 6), which is in accordance with the
expectations from quantitative genetic theory (Charcosset
and Essioux 1994).

To improve the low correlation of MRD2 and SCA
(Table 6), we partitioned MRD2 into GMRD2 and
SMRD2. Under the assumption of no epistasis and by
using the parameter definitions of Gardner and Eberhart
(1966), SCA can be shown to be a linear function of the
SMRD2 for the underlying QTL, provided all QTL have
equal dominance effects (Melchinger et al. 1990). In
accordance with these quantitative genetic expectations,
SCA was in all instances more closely correlated with
SMRD2 than MRD2 (Table 6).

The results of the first two experiments suggest that
PMPH and its major component SCA increase with

Fig. 1 Principal coordinate analysis based on the modified Roger’s
distance (MRD) between the populations (tropical n, subtropical
intermediate-maturity o, subtropical early-maturity �, and temper-
ate s populations). PC1, PC2 and PC3 are the first, second and
third principal coordinates, respectively
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Fig. 2 Relation between squared modified Roger’s distance
(MRD2) and panmictic midparent heterosis (PMPH) of grain yield
for Experiment 1, 2, and 3 (** indicates significance at P = 0.05)
evaluated in different mega-environments. Crosses between sub-
tropical adapted populations s, between subtropical and temperate
populations n, between temperate populations *, and between

subtropical � tropical populations +. Experiment1: 1 = Pop46, 2 =
Pop48, 3 = Pool27, 4 = Pool28, 5 = Pool30, 6 = Pool40, 7 = Pool42;
Experiment2: 1 = Pop33, 2 = Pop34, 3 = Pop42, 4 = Pop45, 5 =
Pop47, 6 = Pool31, 7 = Pool34, 8 = Pool39, 9 = Pool41;
Experiment3: 1 = Pop22, 2 = Pop25, 3 = Pop32, 4 = Pop43, 5 =
Pool34, 6 = Pop42, 7 = Pop45, 8=Pop47
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increasing genetic distance among the parent populations.
Experiment 3 shows that adaption problems can cause
deviations from this rule. Hence, if the populations are
adapted to the target regions, genetic distance can be used
as a further criterion in the search for promising heterotic
patterns and groups.

Heterotic groups and patterns

Wellhausen (1978) described several heterotic patterns
and identified four outstanding racial complexes: (1)
Tuxpe�o and related dents (Mexican, West Indian,
Cuban, and Southern U.S. dents), (2) Cuban flints, (3)
Coastal Tropical flints (Carribean flint), and (4) Cateto
flint. He suggested to form two separate heterotic groups
in the CIMMYT maize germplasm: (1) a dent composite,
consisting of Tuxpe�o and related dents, and (2) a flint
composite consisting mainly of Cuban, Carribean and
Cateto flints. However, instead of establishing two
heterotic groups, CIMMYT maize breeders formed pop-
ulations and pools mostly disregarding the natural
heterotic patterns, which exist between the flint and dent
germplasm complexes (Vasal et al. 1999), because this
strategy seemed promising for breeding of OPVs. Nev-
ertheless, some populations with a relatively pure genetic
background are available (Table 1).

With the beginning of the hybrid development effort,
CIMMYT conducted in the 1980s several diallel studies
with different germplasm sources to detect heterotic
patterns in the germplasm with mixed origin (Crossa et
al.1990; Beck et al. 1991; Vasal et al. 1992a, b). Although
promising heterotic patterns were suggested, it was too
difficult to clearly define heterotic groups on the basis of
the field data. This stimulated us to perform a combined
analysis with field and molecular data for obtaining a
clearer picture on promising heterotic patterns and
groups.

Subtropical early-maturity germplasm

Under the preassumption of two groups, the k-means
algorithm arrived for the subtropical early-maturity
germplasm at the following subdivision: (1) Pool27,
Pop46 and Pool28, and (2) Pool30 and Pop48. However,
in the PCoA (Fig. 1) Pool28 was positioned midway
between Pool27, Pop46 and Pool30, and Pop48, in
accordance with pedigree information. Pop46 and Pool27
were both established using flint germplasm from the
U.S., Lebanon and several European countries. Pool27
also contains white flints from Argentina. Pop48 was
generated from 54 half-sib families of Pool30, which was
established using dent germplasm from Europe, China,
Lebanon, South America and the U.S. Cornbelt. In
contrast, Pool28 was developed by mixing dent and flint
germplasm from Pool30 and Pool27, respectively, which
precludes their use for hybrid breeding.

Considering the field and molecular data, two heterotic
groups could be formed in the subtropical early-maturity
germplasm: (1) a flint composite consisting of Pop46 and
Pool27, and (2) a dent composite consisting of Pop48 and
Pool30.

Subtropical intermediate-maturity germplasm

With k = 3, the k-means algorithm based on MRD
resulted in the following subdivision for the intermediate-
maturity subtropical germplasm: (1) Pop34 and Pop42,
(2) Pop33, Pop45 and Pool34, and (3) Pop47 and Pool31.
These results are in accordance with the pedigree
information. Pop42 and Pop34 contain ETO germplasm.
The latter includes also Cuban flints and Tuxpe�o
germplasm. Pop33 was established using Cateto flints.
Pop45 contains Cuban flints, but also Tuxpe�o and a large
diversity of other germplasm. Pop47 was established
using 276 half-sibs of Pool32, which was established
using germplasm from the same sources as Pool31. The
mixed origin of Pop34, Pop45 and Pool31, Pool34
precludes their use for hybrid breeding. Hence, consid-
ering the molecular and field data two heterotic groups
can be formed in the subtropical intermediate-maturity
germplasm: (1) a flint composite consisting of Pop33 and
Pop42, and (2) a dent composite consisting of Pop47.

In conclusion, SSR based technology offers a powerful
tool for assessing the diversity among maize populations.
The relationships between the populations obtained by
using MRD and PCoA are in excellent agreement with the
pedigree information. SSR based genetic distances in
combination with field evaluation provide a solid basis for
the detection of promising heterotic groups and patterns at
the beginning of a hybrid breeding program.

Systematic introgression of exotic germplasm
for hybrid breeding

With the increasing germplasm exchange between trop-
ical, subtropical and temperate areas, greater options of
germplasm sources are available for breeders. For hybrid
breeding one has to consider the racial complexes and
relationships between the populations to introgress exotic
germplasm systematically in the existing heterotic groups.
We investigated the use of SSR markers to achieve this
goal. Considering the maturity type of the germplasm
introgressed, we propose an exchange between early
tropical and late subtropical, early subtropical and late
temperate, germplasm and vice versa.

Pool42 was established to introduce tropical germ-
plasm into temperate areas. The low hybrid performance
of crosses with Pool42 in Experiment 1 (Table 2)
suggested that it may not be of direct use for breeding
programs in temperate environments. Pool39, 40 and 41
were designed to introgress temperate germplasm for the
winter maize areas in the subtropics and tropics. Similar
results were observed as for Pool42 (Tables 2, 3), which
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indicated that they may not be valuable for breeding
programs in subtropical environments. The low hybrid
performance of the four pools can be explained by their
low per se performance in all MEs.

In contrast, the high yield and PMPH of crosses
between subtropical � tropical germplasm (Table 4)
suggested that the exchange between both types of
germplasm could benefit CIMMYT’s hybrid breeding
program. Aggregating all information about the relation-
ships between the populations (Fig. 1 and Table 1) and
considering the field data (Table 4), we propose an
exchange of germplasm between both ETO-based Pop32
and Pop42 on one side, and the largely Tuxpe�o-based
Pop22 and Pop47 on the other side. Furthermore,
genotypes with rare or absent SSR marker alleles in the
other group and good test performance can be identified
and used to systematically broaden the germplasm basis.
Thus, useful alleles can be introgressed and benefit the
respective breeding programs.
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7. General Discussion

Molecular markers are a promising tool to improve the conservation of

genetic diversity in seed banks and to use genetic resources for plant breed-

ing (Brummer, 1999; Melchinger, 1999). In addition to the assessment of

dissimilarities among operational taxonomic units (OTUs), the estimation of

genetic diversity within OTUs is an important component to optimize the

conservation and exploitation of genetic resources. Starting with the allele

frequencies of the OTUs, a number of coefficients have been proposed. A

thorough knowledge of the properties of these coefficients is of crucial im-

portance to interpret the results of molecular marker-based diversity studies

on a theoretically sound basis. Therefore, we characterized different coeffi-

cients for measuring diversity within and among OTUs and determined their

relationships.

Genetic Diversity Measures Within OTUs

Any measure of genetic diversity within populations ought to have the

following characteristics (Lewontin, 1972): (i) It should be minimum, when

there is only a single allele present, because the locus shows no variation. (ii)

The diversity should increase as the number of different alleles in the pop-

ulation increases. (iii) For a fixed number of alleles, it should be maximum

when all alleles are equal in frequency. (iv) A collection of individuals made
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by pooling two populations should always be equal or more diverse than the

average of their individual diversities. (v) The measure should be biologically

interpretable.

Several authors have used the number of alleles per locus to describe the

diversity within populations (cf. Lu and Bernardo, 2001). The number of

observed alleles is highly dependent on the sample size and, consequently, a

comparison of populations with different sample sizes is not very meaningful.

To overcome the problem of unequal sample sizes, Reif et al. (2004) proposed

the following procedure to standardize the number of alleles: Take a random

sample of individuals from each population without replacement, with the

number of individuals analyzed per population being equal to the size of the

smallest population. Calculate the number of alleles per population, repeat

the procedure more than 10 000 times, and average across repetitions. Owing

to their biological interpretation, both measures, the number of alleles and

the standardized number of alleles, seem to be appealing to experimental

geneticists. Nevertheless, none of the two includes information about the

distribution of alleles within populations. Thus, both measures disregard

the third criteria mentioned above.

The Shannon-Weaver index (HSW ) (Shannon and Weaver, 1949) has been

developed in the context of information theory to quantify the information

content of messages, but has also been widely used as a diversity measure

(Lewontin, 1972):

HSW = −K

n∑
j=1

pj logb pj, (1)

where pj refers to the allele frequency of the jth allele and n to the number

of alleles at the locus. In contrast to the number of alleles, HSW includes

the distribution of the alleles. HSW has been frequently applied as diversity

coefficient with K = 1 and b = 2 (cf. Lewontin, 1972) or b = e (cf. Grenier

et al., 2001), although it is not biologically interpretable.

The effective number of alleles (ne) was defined by Kimura and Crow
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(1964) as the reciprocal of homozygosity:

ne =
1

n∑
j=1

p2
j

. (2)

The measure ne is equal to the actual number of alleles if and only if all

alleles have the same frequency, otherwise it is smaller. Similarly to HSW ,

ne is not biologically interpretable.

An alternative genetic diversity coefficient, sometimes referred to as aver-

age heterozygosity, but more precisely described by the term gene diversity

(HS) was suggested by Nei (1987):

HS = 1−
n∑

j=1

p2
j = 1− 1

ne

. (3)

In a random mating population, HS can be considered as the average pro-

portion of heterozygotes per locus. For diploid populations not in HWE

or for haploid organisms, HS does not equal the average proportion of het-

erozygotes. In this case, HS can be interpreted as the probability that two

randomly chosen individuals have different alleles at the locus under con-

sideration. HS fulfills all five above-mentioned criteria. In consequence, HS

can be recommended for many applications in plant breeding and seed bank

management.

An alternative diversity measure is the average of all pairwise genetic dis-

tances among individuals within a population (d̄). It is based on the allele

frequencies of the individuals of the population and not on the population

allele frequencies. Consider one locus and n homozygous inbred lines ex-

tracted from a population. Assuming that (a) d̄ is based on the modified

Rogers distance (dW ) and (b) ri denotes the number of individuals carrying
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the allele Ai, it implies that:

d̄W =
1(
n
2
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2
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Under the above-mentioned assumption, HS is related to d̄W and fulfills

the five criteria of Lewontin (1972). The measure d̄W is, therefore, a suitable

criterion for measuring diversity within OTUs.

Genetic Dissimilarity Measures Between OTUs

Assume that Hi and Hj denote measures to determine genetic diversity

within populations i and j, respectively, and that Hij refers to genetic diver-

sity within the pooled population of i and j. A diversity measure between
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the two populations i and j (dij) can then be defined as (Rao, 1982):

dij = Hij − 1/2(Hi + Hj). (4)

This diversity measure among populations can also be interpreted as a

dissimilarity measure between populations. Nei (1975) showed for Hij =

− ln(1−HSij), Hi = − ln(1−HSi), and Hj = − ln(1−HSj) that:

dij = −ln

∑m
i=1

∑ni

j=1 pijqij√∑m
i=1

∑ni

j=1 p2
ij

∑m
i=1

∑ni

j=1 q2
ij

= dN72. (5)

Under those conditions dij is called Nei’s standard genetic dissimilarity

(dN72). The coefficient dN72 was developed assuming (i) the infinite-allele

model (Kimura and Crow, 1964) and (ii) that an ancestral population was

split into several subpopulations of equal sizes that subsequently diverged

due to drift and mutation. If (a) the mutation-drift balance is maintained

throughout the evolutionary process, (b) selection is absent, and (c) the dis-

similarity is not very large, then the expected value of dN72 is proportional

to the time since the subpopulations diverged (Nei et al., 1983).

Both dissimilarity coefficients between OTUs, Reynolds dissimilarity

(dRE) and Cavalli-Sforza and Edward’s distance (dCE), are based on sim-

ilar evolutionary models as dN72, but differ in the force causing divergence

between subpopulations. The coefficient dRE was developed assuming that

an ancestral population was split into several subpopulations of identical

sizes that subsequently diverged due to drift. The coefficient dCE was devel-

oped based on Kimura’s (1954) model of “selective drift” by assuming that

(i) the mutation rate is small and (ii) variation in selection pressure is rapid

and haphazard. All three above-mentioned dissimilarity measures are based

on evolutionary models, whose underlying assumptions are presumably not

met in seed bank and plant breeding materials. Nevertheless, dCE, dRE, and

dN72 have been frequently applied in surveys with breeding and seed bank

germplasm (e.g., DeHaan et al., 2003; Labate et al., 2003).

The modified Rogers (dW ) and the Rogers distance (dR) are both mod-

ifications of the Euclidean distance and possess interesting genetical prop-

erties. The coefficient dR is linearly related to the coefficient of coancestry
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(Melchinger et al., 1991), which makes it appropriate to uncover pedigree

relationships in plant breeding or seed bank material. Consequently, dR was

used in our survey investigating a possible genetic diversity loss during the

domestication and breeding of wheat. Melchinger (1999) showed that d2
W

is linearly related to the panmictic-midparent heterosis and was therefore

appropriate to examine (i) the prediction of heterosis with genetic distances

or (ii) the establishment of heterotic groups in seed bank and plant breed-

ing material. Therefore, we applied d2
W in our study with CIMMYT maize

germplasm.

Flux of Diversity in Wheat

Bread wheat was domesticated 10 000 years ago in the Fertile Crescent

(Salamini et al., 2002). It is postulated that the size of the founder population

of bread wheat was limited, causing a domestication bottleneck (Fig. 1). We

observed a non-significant decrease in standardized number of alleles (Na)

and gene diversity (H) from T. tauschii accessions to landrace cultivars,

resulting in a significant (P < 0.1) diversity loss (∆H = 0.19). These results,

together with the findings of 2.5 unique alleles per locus present in T. tauschii

but not in landrace cultivars, indicate a reduction in genetic variation during

the process of wheat domestication. This is in agreement with previous

studies reporting that the T. tauschii genome contains considerably more

genetic variation than the D genome of hexaploid wheat (Lubbers et al.,

1991; Lelley et al., 2000). The reduction in genetic diversity is probably

the product of a relatively young history of the wheat crop, a presumably

small founder population, and an intensive long-term selection for agronomic

traits.

During the past century, traditional landrace cultivars were continuously

replaced by modern wheat cultivars, which culminated in only about 3% of

the wheat growing area currently sown with landrace cultivars (Smale et al.,
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Wild species Landraces Modern varieties 

Figure 1. Genetic bottlenecks imposed on crop plants during domestication

and through modern plant-breeding practices. Boxes represent allelic

variation of genes originally found in the wild, but gradually lost during

domestication and breeding (adapted from Tanksley and McCouch, 1997)

2002). Modern wheat cultivars were bred with a limited number of landrace

cultivars in their pedigree and it is postulated that modern wheat cultivars

contain less genetic diversity than landrace cultivars (Frankel, 1970). Com-

bining all SSRs, a loss of gene diversity ∆H of 0.05 was revealed from landrace

cultivars to modern wheat cultivars. Together with the observation that 1.9

unique alleles per locus were present in landrace cultivars but absent in mod-

ern wheat cultivars, this indicated a substantial genetic diversity loss from

landrace cultivars to modern wheat cultivars. This outcome can be explained

by (i) the limited number of landrace cultivars used as the germplasm base

for the development of modern wheat cultivars and (ii) selection and drift

during the breeding of modern wheat cultivars. The loss of genetic diversity

may indicate an elimination of undesired or even deleterious alleles, but may

also reflect an erosion of alleles valuable for plant improvement and future

demands of producers and consumers. The latter hypothesis was supported

by various surveys reporting the potential of landrace cultivars as a source

of novel useful allelic variation (Cox et al., 1992; Villareal et al., 1995).

It has been claimed that plant breeding reduces genetic diversity in elite

germplasm, which could jeopardize future selection gain in crop improve-
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ment (Tanksley and McCouch, 1997). Genetic diversity, measured as average

Rogers distances between individuals, was narrowed from 1950 to 1989, but

was enhanced from 1990 to 1997. Our results indicate that breeders averted

the narrowing of the germplasm base and subsequently increased the genetic

diversity through the introgression of various novel wheat materials.

Summarizing, we observed a diversity loss from T. tauschii to landrace

cultivars and from landrace cultivars to modern wheat cultivars. Conse-

quently, both landrace cultivars and T. tauschii represent useful sources for

broadening the genetic base of elite wheat breeding germplasm. Favorable al-

leles from the landrace cultivars can be introgressed into the elite germplasm

pool with classical breeding methods. The introgression of T. tauschii alleles

can be achieved via the creation of synthetic hexaploid wheats.

Conservation of CIMMYT’s Maize Germplasm

From 1964 until 1973, CIMMYT developed and improved a wide ar-

ray of maize germplasm. Each population was established with materials

from a single racial complex. In 1974, a major shift in the organization of

the germplasm was initiated. CIMMYT devoted its efforts to the forma-

tion and development of broad-based populations and pools, mostly disre-

garding the racial complexes. According to its adaptation, this germplasm

was grouped into four mega-environments (MEs) and subsequently improved

through recurrent intra-population selection (Vasal et al., 1999). Principal

coordinate analysis based on allele frequencies of the populations revealed

that germplasm adapted to the same ME clustered together. Thus, the

grouping of the maize populations into MEs was clearly supported by the

SSR data.

The analysis of 23 maize populations also revealed that most of the ge-

netic diversity was within the populations and just a minor part between the
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populations. This reflects CIMMYT’s breeding policy and the establishment

of the germplasm. Most maize populations were composed of germplasm

from several racial complexes and have been improved with intra-population

breeding methods. Our results indicate that the applied procedures to handle

the broad range of germplasm were suboptimal with regard to (i) maintain-

ing maximum genetic diversity within the populations and (ii) conserving

genetic diversity between the populations. It is rather likely that desired

alleles, which occurred with high frequency in just one racial complex, are

lost by mixing different germplasm sources. Consequently, the conservation

of the genetic diversity within and among CIMMYT’s maize germplasm can

be optimized by considering the racial complexes of the populations.

Use of CIMMYT’s Maize Germplasm for

Plant Breeding

The improved populations of CIMMYT have played an important role in

maize production in developing countries as open pollinated varieties (OPV)

(Vasal et al., 1999). With the decision in 1984 to initiate a hybrid breeding

program, CIMMYT conducted several diallel studies to identify heterotic

groups and patterns among the populations (Beck et al., 1991; Crossa et

al., 1990; Vasal et al., 1992a,b). Some promising heterotic patterns were

suggested, but a clear grouping of the maize germplasm on the basis of the

field data was difficult due to the partially mixed origin of the populations.

If the panmictic midparent heterosis (PMPH) increases with increasing

genetic distances of the parents, molecular marker-based genetic distances are

a valuable tool to establish heterotic groups and patterns in conjunction with

field trials (Melchinger, 1999). The results of our study indicate that PMPH

increases with increasing genetic distance among the parent populations and

that adaption problems can cause deviations from this rule. Hence, if the

populations are adapted to the target regions, genetic distance can be used as
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Dent Flint

Landraces

Establishment of 
population mostly by 
intermating landraces 

Establishment of 
heterotic groups with 
pure populations  

Figure 2. Establishment of heterotic groups in CIMMYT’s maize

germplasm.

a further criterion in the search for promising heterotic groups and patterns

in addition to field trials.

Germplasm based on different racial complexes is useful for the improve-

ment of OPVs. Nevertheless, the significant positive correlation between ge-

netic distances and heterosis supports the concept of clearly distinct heterotic

groups. Populations with a mixed constitution are therefore not suitable for

hybrid breeding. The reduced genetic diversity among the populations caused

by admixture can only be recovered by long-term isolation or reciprocal re-

current selection programs. Therefore, only few CIMMYT populations based

on one racial complex (P21, P32, P33, P42, P43, and Pl24) are suitable for

hybrid breeding (Fig. 2). For all MEs, a dent × flint heterotic pattern seems

to be most promising. As the number of ‘pure’ flint and dent populations

is limited, their genetic base can be broadened by introgression of (i) ‘pure

populations’ conserved since the admixture of 1973, (ii) ‘pure germplasm’

from other MEs, and (iii) landraces stored in the seed bank.

By focusing on a limited number of available populations in the hybrid

program, the question arises whether functional genetic diversity can be lost
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during the transition from OPVs to hybrids. Association mapping was pro-

posed as a promising method to detect genes and alleles of interest (Lynch

and Walsh, 1997). Populations not used for hybrid breeding can therefore

be systematically mined for favorable alleles, once a gene of agronomic im-

portance is detected.

The resolution of association studies in a sample depends on the extent

of linkage disequilibrium (LD) across the genome. We found that less than

0.3% of the two-locus disequilibrium tests were significant. On one hand,

the lack in LD in our study can be explained by the low-density marker map

and the decrease of LD with successive generations of intermating since the

establishment of the populations. On the other hand, the sample size of 48

individuals per population, the precision in estimating haplotype frequencies

with the EM algorithm (Excoffier and Slatkin, 1995), and the elimination

of loci deviating from HWE result in a low power to detect LD. Our results

indicate that difficulties caused by non-detection of heterozygous individuals

should be avoided by fingerprinting inbred lines extracted from the popula-

tions. Thus, the precision of LD detection can be enhanced. Detailed inves-

tigations with denser marker maps are required to determine the resolution

of association studies in this germplasm.

Strategy to Optimize the Exploitation of CIM-

MYT’s Maize Genetic Resources

A systematic exploitation of CIMMYT’s maize genetic resources for

breeding is lacking. A possible strategy could rest upon the natural rela-

tionships between various races of maize. Goodman and Brown (1988) sum-

marized the available information about the classification of races from the

Western Hemisphere. This grouping of the landraces is only based on phe-

notypic and chromosome knob data. Further detailed investigations based
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Classification of 
landraces

First pre-breeding step: 
Generation of inbred lines

Second pre-breeding step:
Intra-population
improvement 

Dent Flint

Hybrids or Synthetics

Establishment of two broad- 
based breeding pools, 
improved through any
inter-population selection
method

Generation of  hybrids or
synthetics

Figure 3. Strategy to optimize the exploitation of CIMMYT’s maize genetic

resources for breeding.

on molecular markers are required to obtain precise information about the

relationships among the diverse races.

After having the races classified, they could be evaluated in field trials

and first pre-breeding steps should be undertaken. One possible pre-breeding

step consists of the decomposition of each race into a representative sample of

homozygous inbred lines (Fig. 3). The decomposition has two advantages: (i)

the obtained genotypes are fixed and, consequently, phenotypic information

can be collected for a specific genotype, which is for example important for

association mapping, and (ii) deleterious alleles are eliminated during the

inbreeding process. The inbred lines can either be generated by selfing a

sample of selected genotypes or by using the newly emerging technique of

producing doubled-haploids (DHs) in maize (Eder and Chalyk, 2002). DHs
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have the advantage of a short time required to obtain fully inbred lines. As

a second pre-breeding step, any intra-population selection method could be

applied to enhance the agronomic performance of the inbred lines.

Based on currently available data, it can be recommended to establish two

broad-based breeding pools: (i) a dent and (ii) a flint composite, as already

suggested in an assay of Wellhausen (1978). Each of these composites can be

further divided into subpopulations for each ME. For the short range, it might

be best to start with the more narrowly based ‘pure’ breeding populations

P21, P32, P33, P42, P43, and Pl24 to establish the two breeding pools.

Once the pools are established, any method of reciprocal recurrent selection

could be applied to enhance their combining ability. The genetic base of the

breeding pools can subsequently be increased by introgression of inbred lines

of the various races.

Where OPVs are desired, superior inbred lines from both breeding pools

could be combined in a synthetic and further improved through intra-

population improvement in the final target environment. The combination

of the flint and dent germplasm pools into a single population should provide

the best base to obtain a synthetic with high yielding performance. However,

hybrids present the most efficient way of exploiting the strong natural het-

erotic pattern existing between the dent and flint complexes (Duvick, 2001).

Thus, if feasible and practical, hybrids should be generated by crosses be-

tween opposite heterotic breeding pools.

The suggested strategy would guarantee (i) an optimal use of the promis-

ing dent × flint heterotic pattern for marginal environments via improved

synthetics as well as for high-input environments via hybrids and (ii) a sys-

tematic exploitation of the available genetic diversity in maize.
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8. Summary

Genetic diversity is a valuable natural resource and plays a key role in

future breeding progress. Germplasm collections as a source of genetic di-

versity must be well-characterized for an efficient management and effective

exploitation. The advent of PCR-based molecular markers such as simple

sequence repeats (SSRs) has created an opportunity for fine-scale genetic

characterization of germplasm collections. The objective of this research

was to optimize the utilization of genetic resources conserved at the Interna-

tional Wheat and Maize Improvement Center (CIMMYT), with the aid of

DNA markers.

Choice of suitable dissimilarity measures is important to facilitate the

interpretation of findings from DNA marker studies on a theoretically sound

basis. The objective of a theoretical study was to examine 10 dissimilarity

coefficients widely used in germplasm surveys, with special focus on applica-

tions in plant breeding and seed banks. The distance and Euclidean proper-

ties of the dissimilarity coefficients were investigated as well as the underlying

genetic models. Application areas for different coefficients were suggested on

the basis of the theoretical findings.

It has been claimed that plant breeding reduces genetic diversity in elite

germplasm, which could seriously jeopardize the continued ability to improve

crops. The objectives of the presented experimental study with wheat were to

examine the loss of genetic diversity during (i) domestication of the species,
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(ii) change from traditional landrace cultivars (LC) to modern breeding va-

rieties, and (iii) intensive selection over 50 years of international breeding.

A sample of 253 CIMMYT or CIMMYT-related modern wheat cultivars,

LC, and Triticum tauschii accessions were characterized with up to 90 SSR

markers covering the entire wheat genome.

A loss of genetic diversity was observed from T. tauschii to LC and from

LC to the elite breeding germplasm. Wheat genetic diversity was narrowed

from 1950 to 1989, but was enhanced from 1990 to 1997. The results in-

dicate that breeders averted the narrowing of the wheat germplasm base

and subsequently increased the genetic diversity through the introgression of

novel materials. The LC and T. tauschii contain numerous unique alleles

that were absent in modern wheat cultivars. Consequently, both LC and

T. tauschii represent useful sources for broadening the genetic base of elite

wheat breeding germplasm.

In the 1980’s, CIMMYT generated more than 100 maize populations and

pools but little is known about the genetic diversity of this germplasm. The

objective of the study with 23 CIMMYT maize populations was to character-

ize their population genetic structure with SSRs. The populations adapted to

tropical, subtropical intermediate-maturity, subtropical early-maturity, and

temperate mega-environments (ME) were fingerprinted with 83 SSR markers.

Estimates of genetic differentiation (GST ) between populations revealed that

most of the molecular variation was found within the populations. Principal

coordinate analysis based on allele frequencies of the populations revealed

that populations adapted to the same ME clustered together and, thus, sup-

ported clearly the ME structure. Novel strategies were suggested to optimize

the conservation of the genetic diversity within and among the populations.

Heterotic groups and patterns are of fundamental importance in hybrid

breeding. The objective of the presented study with a subset of 20 out of the

23 maize populations was to investigate the relationship between heterosis

and genetic distance determined with SSR markers. The published data of
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three diallels and one factorial trial evaluated for grain yield were re-analyzed

to calculate heterosis in population hybrids. Correlations of squared modi-

fied Rogers distance and heterosis were mostly positive and significant, but

adaption problems caused deviations in some cases. For populations adapted

to the target regions, genetic distance can be used as a further criterion in the

search for promising heterotic patterns and groups. For intermediate- and

early-maturity subtropical germplasm, two heterotic groups were suggested,

consisting of a flint and dent composite. For the tropical germplasm, it was

possible to assign population (Pop29) to the established heterotic group A

and propose new heterotic groups (Pop25, Pop43).

Our experimental results corroborate that SSRs are a powerful tool to

(i) detect relationships among different germplasm, (ii) assess the level of

genetic diversity present in germplasm pools and its flux over time, and (iii)

search for promising heterotic groups for hybrid breeding in complementation

to field trials.



9. Zusammenfassung

Die genetische Diversität ist für den zukünftigen Züchtungsfortschritt

von zentraler Bedeutung. In Genbanken ist ein bedeutender Anteil der Di-

versität von Nahrungspflanzen konserviert. Eine optimale Erhaltung und

bestmögliche Nutzung dieser genetischen Vielfalt bedarf einer fundierten

Charakterisierung der vorhandenen Genotypen. DNA Marker stellen hier-

zu ein vielversprechendes Werkzeug dar. Die vorliegende Arbeit befasst sich

daher mit dem Einsatz von Markertechnologie zur Nutzbarmachung geneti-

scher Ressourcen des Internationalen Mais- und Weizenforschungszentrums

(CIMMYT) für die Pflanzenzüchtung.

Die Wahl eines geeigneten Ähnlichkeitskoeffizienten spielt bei der Inter-

pretation von Ergebnissen aus DNA-Markerstudien eine entscheidende Rolle.

In einer theoretischen Untersuchung wurden zehn häufig in Diversitätsana-

lysen benutzte Ähnlichkeitskoeffizienten im Hinblick auf ihre Eignung für

Pflanzenzüchtungs- und Genbankstudien untersucht. Die den Ähnlichkeit-

skoeffizienten zugrundeliegenden mathematischen und genetischen Konzepte

wurden detailliert diskutiert. Auf der Grundlage dieser Ergebnisse konn-

ten für die unterschiedlichen Koeffizienten Anwendungsgebiete vorgeschlagen

werden.

Eine populäre Hypothese ist, dass Pflanzenzüchtung die genetische Di-

versität im Elitezuchtmaterial reduziert und somit den zukünftigen Zucht-

fortschritt gefährdet. Ziel einer experimentellen Arbeit mit Weizen war, einen

möglichen Diversitätsverlust zu untersuchen während (i) der Domestikation
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dieser Art, (ii) dem Übergang von traditionellen Landsorten (LC) zu mo-

dernen Weizensorten (MWC) und (iii) 50 Jahren intensiver Selektion durch

internationale Weizenzüchtung. Eine Stichprobe von 253 CIMMYT oder

CIMMYT verwandten MWC, LC und Triticum tauschii Akzessionen wurde

mit 90 SSRs genotypisiert.

Ein drastischer genetischer Diversitätverlust wurde beim Vergleich von

T. tauschii mit den LR und LR mit den MWC beobachtet. Die geneti-

sche Vielfalt von MWC nahm von 1950 bis 1989 ab, stieg aber von 1990 bis

1997 wieder an. Die Befunde deuten darauf hin, dass die Weizenzüchter am

CIMMYT die Gefahr einer Einengung der genetischen Basis erkannten und

erfolgreich die genetische Diversität im Zuchtmaterial durch Introgression

neuer Genressourcen erweiterten. Zahlreiche Allele waren in LC oder in

T. tauschii vorhanden, die jedoch in MWC nicht gefunden wurden. Folg-

lich stellen sowohl LC als auch T. tauschii eine wertvolle Ressource zur Er-

weiterung der genetischen Basis des Elitezuchtmaterials bei Weizen dar.

In den 80’er Jahren wurden am CIMMYT über 100 Maispopulationen

etabliert. Allerdings ist wenig über die genetische Diversität dieses Pflanzen-

materials bekannt. Eine Untersuchung von 23 Maispopulationen zielte auf

die Charakterisierung ihrer populationsgenetischen Struktur mit SSR Marker

Daten ab. Insgesamt 672 Genotypen der Maispopulationen, adaptiert an

tropische, subtropische und gemäßigte Anbauzonen (ME), wurden mittels

83 SSR Markern molekularbiologisch charakterisiert. Der größte Teil der

genetischen Varianz wurde innerhalb der Maispopulationen detektiert und

der geringere Teil zwischen den Populationen. Eine Hauptkoordinatenana-

lyse, basierend auf den Populationsallelfrequenzen, ergab eine Gruppierung

von Populationen, die an die gleichen Umweltbedingungen adaptiert sind

und stützt somit die Einteilung in ME. Es konnten alternative Strategien

vorgeschlagen werden, um den Erhalt der genetischen Diversität zwischen

und innerhalb der Populationen zu verbessern.

Heterotische Gruppen sind von grundlegender Bedeutung in der Hybrid-

züchtung. Eine Studie mit 20 der 23 Maispopulationen sollte die Beziehung
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zwischen Heterosis und genetischen Distanzen auf der Grundlage von SSR

Markern untersuchen. Publizierte Ergebnisse für den Kornertrag von vier Ex-

perimenten mit diallelen bzw. faktoriellen Populationskreuzungen wurden re-

analysiert und der Heterosiszuwachs der Populationshybriden berechnet. Die

Korrelationen zwischen genetischen Distanzen und Heterosiszuwachs waren

meist positiv und signifikant. Allerdings verursachten Adaptionsprobleme in

einigen Fällen Abweichungen. Bei Populationen, die an die Zielumwelten

angepasst sind, können genetische Distanzen zur Etablierung heterotischer

Gruppen benutzt werden. Im subtropisch adaptierten Material wurden zwei

heterotische Gruppen, bestehend aus einer Dent- und Flint-Mischpopulation,

vorgeschlagen. Bei den tropischen Populationen konnte Population Pop29 in

die bereits etablierte heterotische Gruppe A eingeordnet und zwei neue het-

erotische Gruppen (Pop25, Pop43) vorgeschlagen werden.

Nach den Ergebnissen dieser Studie sind SSR Analysen eine geeignete

Methode, um (i) Verwandtschaftsbeziehungen aufzudecken, (ii) den zeitlichen

Trend und die vorhandene genetische Diversität in Populationen zu unter-

suchen und (iii) vielversprechende heterotische Gruppen in Kombination mit

Feldversuchen zu etablieren.
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